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ABSTRACT 
Dudgeon, Ryan, M.A., fall 2016                   Major: Anthropology 
Interpreting a Private Ancestral Pueblo Artifact Collection From Montezuma County, Colorado: 
A Case Study in Identifying Collector Bias and Cultural Heritage Value 
Chairperson: Dr. John Douglas 
Through a case study, this research examines the ethical issues and potential value of 
private artifact collections that are made available to professional archaeologists.  The context of 
this study is the Mesa Verde Region in the Four Corners of the United States. Specifically, it 
considers the Ancestral Pueblo archaeology of Montezuma (MT) County, the core area of the 
Mesa Verde Region, generally considered the most archaeologically dense region in the U.S.  
These archaeological resources benefit the local and global community by promoting research, 
education, tourism and cultural heritage. For example, Mesa Verde National Park draws 
hundreds of thousands of tourists from around the world.  Federal and State Laws are designed to 
protect sites on Federal lands, but much of MT County is private property, mainly used for 
farming, and many important archaeological resources are located on these lands.  A private 
collection, made in the area surrounding Yellow Jacket Pueblo (5MT5), was donated in the fall 
of 2014 to the Anasazi Heritage Center, a Bureau of Land Management Federal collections 
repository. The collection was analyzed with the goal of identifying collector bias in order to 
fully incorporate the collection into the understanding of the area surrounding Yellow Jacket 
Pueblo. Research concludes that the collection does not represent the assemblage found by 
archaeologists at the site, showing that the collector did have a bias towards certain types of 
artifacts over others.  This thesis further evaluates the values of this collection in the context of 
stewardship and preservation efforts in the area.  It is concluded that research of private 
collections is important because it can aid in identifying missing information about the past, and 
the value of public outreach, education, and collaboration cannot be dismissed. 
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Chapter One: 
Introduction 
 The Four Corners region located in the Southwestern United States contains a vast 
amount of prehistoric archaeological sites which have been attracting archaeologists, scholars, 
collectors and tourists to the region for over a century.  The Ancestral Puebloan sites scattered 
across this region represent the dramatic changes over time created by a dependence on 
agriculture and the attendant population increases.  Many things including settlement patterns, 
architecture, tools, and social roles were impacted by the shift to a more sedentary lifestyle 
resulting from the reliance on agriculture. The semi-arid climate of the American Southwest has 
proven to be the perfect environment for preserving Ancestral Puebloan sites.  Many ancient 
settlements and artifacts have been found at or near the surface in the region.  This is both a 
blessing and a concern for archaeologists, scholars, private landowners and tourists.  
 Montezuma (MT) County, seated in the southwest corner of Colorado, is likely the most 
archaeological dense area in the entire country.  Archaeological sites are found on public and 
private land.  These sites and artifacts found at, or near, the surface have attracted professional 
and private collectors since the area was settled by Euro-Americans in the late 1800s.  The 
private land in MT County is primarily farmland, which has been passed through families for 
generations.  Inevitably, farmers discovered sites and artifacts on their property.  Except for 
artifacts associated with a grave, under State and Federal law, it is legal for private landowners to 
collect artifacts from their property, and many do so. But what happens to these artifacts when 
the collector dies?  Many times they are passed down to family members.  
 One such collection was donated to BLM Anasazi Heritage Center (AHC) in the fall of 
2014.  The donor, Don McClellan, donated his mother’s collection to the Heritage Center hoping 
that it would be used for educational purposes.  The AHC, run by the BLM, was built in 1988 as 
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part of the Dolores Archaeology Project. It generally houses artifacts recovered from Federal 
projects in the Four Corners area; however occasionally private collections are accepted if they 
meet the requirements of the museum’s Scope of Collections.  Many of the private collections 
have been used for public education, and when provenience is available, for research (Bridget 
Ambler, Personal Communication Oct. 23, 2014).  
 This thesis has two purposes.  First, it is important to understand the pushes and pulls 
created by private ownership and collection in cultural heritage in MT County.  The second 
purpose of this thesis is to understand what the study of a specific collection can tell us about 
collectors, and to look into the educational and research value of small collections. Several 
aspects are involved with looking into the cultural heritage of MT County.  These include: 
ancient land use, modern land use, preservation efforts, the role of tourism, and the role of 
collecting.  Each of these will be discussed in this thesis, with a goal of recognizing how the 
archaeological record has been affected in MT County as well as discussing the positive and 
negative impacts of preservation, tourism, and collecting in such an archaeological dense region.  
The central goal of studying the small private collection donated to the AHC is to identify 
collector bias in order to enhance our understanding about how small collections can add to the 
archaeological record, in this case at Yellow Jacket Pueblo and surrounding areas.  
Thesis Outline 
 Both of these topics have ethical concerns that will be addressed, but first it is important 
to understand the archaeology of the region as well as the historical and modern land use 
practices that affect both cultural heritage and private collectors.  The following chapter will go 
over the archaeology of the MVR, with a focus on the Yellow Jacket Pueblo area.  This 
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information will give readers a point of reference and background information about the area 
from which the McClellan Collection was gathered.   
 Chapter 3 will discuss the historical, cultural, and archaeological methods that were used 
for this thesis.  This chapter will be divided into three sections; first, background research on 
Euro-American land use and collecting.  This section will examine the historical land use of the 
area which will later tie into the discussion in Chapter 4 about current issues in management.  
Another aspect of this section is focused on collecting and collectors. Why and what do people 
collect?  This will be a theme found throughout the rest of the thesis, but will lead us into the 
next section of Chapter 3, which will be a discussion about my phone interview with Don 
McClellan about the collection. The final section in Chapter 3, will review the process that I used 
to analyze the collection.  Here I will discuss how I analyzed, categorized and stored the artifacts 
of the McClellan collection, and how I compared them to Crow Canyon’s Yellow Jacket Pueblo 
Database to identify collector bias.    
 Chapter 4 presents the analysis and results of the private collection compared to Crow 
Canyon’s collection. Here, the goal is to identify collector bias in order to understand what the 
study of a specific collection can tell us about how collectors make decisions.  In order to 
identify collector bias, the McClellan collection was compared to the Crow Canyon collection.  
The hypothesis being tested for this research aims to show that the private collector was attracted 
to more ‘interesting’ or ‘eye-catching’ artifacts.  This would be shown, for example, by a higher 
amount of decorated wares vs. non-decorated wares in the private collection, and so forth.  The 
chi-square test was used to test determine whether or not there is a significant difference between 
the two collections.  
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Chapter 5 presents the importance of public outreach, education and collaboration in 
preserving and managing the archaeological record.   I will also introduce the value of 
archaeology by discussing Lipe’s (2009) six resource values and give examples of value-based 
management in MT County.  This will lead to impacts of cultural heritage tourism in “Mesa 
Verde Country”.  This will wrap up the first purpose of the thesis, which is focused on the 
importance of cultural heritage and value of archaeology in MT County. 
  The final chapter will evaluate how this research adds to our understanding of the role of 
cultural heritage in MT County; how it has changed over time, and how increased efforts towards 
public education and outreach will continually benefit the archaeological rich region.  Secondly, 
understanding private collectors’ biases and motives will benefit museums because it can aid in 
how these collections can be used. As collections are passed down to the next generation, surely 
the question of what to do with the artifacts will arise. Again, the importance of public outreach 
and education cannot be underestimated.  The research and educational value of small collections 
cannot be dismissed. Communication between archaeologists and the public will benefit both the 
archaeological record as well as public relations.   
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Chapter Two: 
Archaeology of Yellow Jacket Pueblo (5MT5) and Surrounding Areas in the 
Northern Mesa Verde Region 
 
The Mesa Verde Region (MVR) of the United States Southwest was once a very 
populated area occupied by the Ancestral Puebloans who thrived on the landscape.  The MVR 
spreads across the Four Corners on the Colorado Plateau.  Also known as the Upper or Northern 
San Juan region, the southern boundary of the MVR is the San Juan River (Figure 1).   Traces of 
ancient human existence are found almost everywhere you look in the Montezuma Valley and 
surrounding areas.  In fact, this region has the highest archaeological density in North America 
(Wilshusen et al. 2012).  Archaeologists and private collectors have been collecting artifacts 
from this area for over a century (Kuckleman 2003; Ortman et al. 2000).  These artifacts are a 
primary source of information about the life ways of the prehistoric people who occupied this 
area for thousands of years.  Many small and large scale excavations have been conducted in this 
region, including such large projects as The Dolores Archaeology Project and The Four Corners 
Archaeology Project.  These survey, excavation, and analysis projects have helped archaeologists 
refine regional chronologies as well as provide a better understanding of occupation patterns and 
habitation (i.e. Breternitz 1982; Lipe and Varien 1999; Ortman 2000, 2006).  
Yellow Jacket Pueblo (5MT5) and surrounding sites (5MT1, 5MT2, 5MT3) associated 
with the pueblo is the largest known pueblo in the MVR (Kohler, 2000; Kuckleman, 2003; Lipe 
and Ortman, 2000).  It occupies over 100 acres in southwestern Colorado and adjacent 
southeastern Utah (Figure 2).  Test excavations conducted by Crow Canyon Archaeological 
Center (henceforth “Crow Canyon”) from 1995-1997 reveal that the site was occupied for 
approximately 220 years from the mid-AD 1000s to late AD 1200s and contained a minimum of 
195 kivas and 19 towers (Kuckleman 2003).  Artifact analysis headed by Scott Ortman (2003), 
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helped to define the chronology of the site.  Information available from his analysis show that a 
vast majority of 66,000 unmodified pottery sherds recovered from the test excavations were 
manufactured during the late Pueblo II and Pueblo III periods, AD 1000-1300 (Ortman 2003).  
These more recent excavations at Yellow Jacket Pueblo have provided archaeologists with good 
baseline data about the occupation and habitation of the area during this time period.  However, 
as Kuckleman (2003) states, there is “still much to be learned from this large and influential 
village and community and about its central role in the late prehistory of the MVR.” 
Figure 1: Map of the MVR (CANM Website) 
 
  
Regional Context of Yellow Jacket 
 Yellow Jacket is one of numerous ancient community centers in the MVR (Lipe and 
Ortman 2000; Lipe and Varien 1999; Ortman et al. 2000; Varien 1999).  The MVR extends 
across the modern day Four Corners area.  The classification of this cultural region (Figure 1) is 
based on the distribution of cultural traits and materials which include architecture and pottery 
types and the similarities and differences between them (Kuckleman 2003; Ortman 2003). As 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the MVR is also known as the Upper or Northern San 
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Juan region.  Cordell and McBrinn (2012:228) point out that “the term region is not precisely 
defined in southwestern archaeology.”  In 1924, A.V. Kidder published An Introduction to the 
Study of Southwestern Archaeology.  Among other things, Kidder’s book organizes 
archaeological regions based on geographical variation and river drainages.  Kidder explains that 
the “river drainages form, in most cases, definite areas of specialization” (Kidder 1924:124).  
Cordell and McBrinn (2012:69) clarify that “by specialization, he meant not language group, 
tribe, community, or ‘culture,’ but similarities in pottery designs and architectural details.”  
Archaeologists have been systemizing archaeological regions since the earliest systematic work 
in the Southwest. 
Ancestral Puebloans occupied the MVR from A.D. 1 to around 1350 (Cassells 1997; 
Lange et al. 1988).  According to Lange et al. (1988:7), “Numerous sites in the Yellow Jacket 
area (Sand Canyon, Lowry, Chimney Rock Escalante, Goodman Point, etc.) as well as the main 
Yellow Jacket ruin itself have been previously defined as ‘outliers’ of the prehistoric center at 
Chaco Canyon.”  These assumptions are based on architectural similarities such as Great Houses 
found at both Chaco Canyon and Yellow Jacket.  Lange et al. (1988), claim that distinctive 
ceramics and other artifacts traceable to Chaco Canyon are very rare.  However, “black-on-red 
pottery sherds suggest much more frequent contacts between the Yellow Jacket area and the 
Kayenta region of northwestern Arizona than with Chaco Canyon” (Lange et al. 1988:7). 
The environmental portions of many archaeological studies, including the Dolores 
Archaeological Program, and the Sand Canyon Archaeological Project show that the central 
MVR in southwestern Colorado is a “cold, middle latitude semiarid steppe where potential 
atmospheric evaporation exceeds the usual amounts of available precipitation” (Van West and 
Dean 2000).  Three important factors determined the available farmland near Yellow Jacket- 
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elevation, precipitation, and temperature (Lange, et al. 1986, Van West and Dean 2000). The 
Yellow Jacket Pueblo is located in an area defined by the Village Ecodynamics Project as the 
Great Sage Plain (Wilshusen et al. 2012).  This region is favorable for farming to this day.  
“With its deep, rich eolian-derived loamy soils, has been successfully farmed in corn, beans, 
sunflower, and alfalfa over the last century, even though there have been episodic droughts and 
localized crop shortages due to freezing (Wilshusen et al. 2012:15).  According to Wilshusen 
(2002:115), “The sheer extent and amount of potentially arable lands in the central (Mesa Verde) 
region, in combination with its mosaic of wild resources, it was distinguishes it from other 
regions.”   
Temperature varies considerably with elevation and topography. This, along with 
variation in rainfall affects the length of the growing season.  Results of the Dolores Archaeology 
Project show that between AD 1000 and 1150, there were significant environmental changes.  At 
this time, warmer temperatures and increased precipitation increased the available farm land. 
However, in the 1200s, cooler temperatures and dryer conditions set in and decreased this 
farmland dramatically.  Known as the Little Ice Age, this climactic trend is believed to have 
contributed to the depopulation of the Northern San Juan/ MVR during the latter half of the 
thirteenth century (Lange et al. 1988; Van West and Dean 2000).     
A Brief Overview of Archaeology in the MVR 
 Over a century before Crow Canyon started its excavations in 1995, surveys of the Four 
Corners area, under the command of F.V. Hayden, marked the beginning of serious 
archaeological interest Colorado’s prehistoric pueblos (Cassells 1997).  The Hayden Survey set 
out in the mid-1870s after the federal government purchased the land from the Ute Indians.  The 
survey examined and mapped portions of the Mesa Verde, McElmo, and Yellow Jacket areas, 
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along with adjacent lands outside of Colorado (Cassells 1997; Lange et al. 1988).  Nearly a 
decade later in December 1888, the Wetherill’s, homesteaders in the Mancos Valley, made any 
astonishing discovery.  While searching for lost cattle on top of Mesa Verde, Richard Wetherill 
and his brother-in-law Charles Mason spotted a massive cliff dwelling they later named Cliff 
Palace.   This discovery led the Wetherill’s to begin extensive exploration of the Mesa Verde and 
adjoining areas (Cassells 1997; Lange et al. 1988).   Artifacts and human remains were put on 
display in Denver then taken to Chicago. Word of this discovery quickly spread across the nation 
and Mesa Verde began to receive lots of attention.   
In 1891, Gustav Eric Adolf Nordenskiöld was drawn to Mesa Verde after seeing the 
Wetherill collection in Denver.  Originally Nordenskiöld went to the area as a tourist, but upon 
seeing the ruins, the Swedish scholar spent the entire summer excavating numerous ruins with 
the Wetherills.  He encouraged careful excavation and analytical thinking which influenced later 
work by the brothers (Cassells 1997).  These excavations produced a large collection of 
prehistoric artifacts which Nordenskiöld brought back to museums in Helsinki and Stockholm, 
but not without protest from a group of Durango citizens who tried to prevent him from 
removing “their” artifacts (Cassells 1997:107; Lange et al. 1988).  This protest, along with other 
interest from groups such as the Colorado Cliff Dwellers Association, eventually led to the 
creation of Mesa Verde National Park and the passage of the Antiquities Act in 1906 which 
protected significant portions of the land from unauthorized investigations (Cassells 1997:139).         
Following the early explorations by the Wetherills and Nordenskiöld, research at Mesa 
Verde rapidly progressed.  The University of Colorado began to take interest in archaeological 
research of the Four Corners as early as 1913, when Earl H. Morris began searching for evidence 
of the origins of the Ancestral Puebloans.  Morris’ research essentially laid the foundation for 
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future work in the Four Corners (Lange et al. 1988).  The University of Colorado continues to 
make many contributions to southwestern archaeology. 
 Joe Ben Wheat was the first from the University of Colorado to excavate areas adjacent 
to Yellow Jacket Pueblo.  In the fall of 1953, Hod Stevenson, a farmer in the small town of 
Yellow Jacket, sent some pottery sherds to the Museum at the University of Colorado.  He 
included a letter describing that he found the pottery while plowing a new parcel of land and was 
inquiring if the museum had any interest in excavating the site.  Wheat had just been assigned as 
the Curator of Anthropology at the University of Colorado but was able to recognize that the 
pottery was most likely associated with the Basketmaker III (AD 500-750) time period which 
peaked his interest and he accepted the project (Lange et al. 1988; Mobley-Tanaka and 
Wilshusen 2003). 
  The Basketmaker I, II, III and Pueblo I, II, and III time periods are part of the Pecos 
Classification system created by Kidder and others at the first Pecos Conference in 1927.  The 
Pecos Classification defines culture stages, each characterized by diagnostic traits or elements, 
such as architecture or pottery (Cordell and McBrinn 2012).  This “80-year-old chronological 
scheme still colors most archaeologists’ perceptions of culture change in the ancient Southwest” 
(Schachner 2012:1).   
Starting in the summer of 1954, Wheat began work at the Site 5MT1, known as the 
Stevenson Site, with a small field crew.  The object of their first three seasons of field work was 
focused on the area that Stevenson had plowed into, which contained three separate B III 
occupations just to the north of Yellow Jacket Canyon.  The excavations attracted the interest of 
many local citizens, who eventually turned out to help with the digging and recording (Mobley-
Tanaka and Wilshusen 2003). 
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 Adjacent to the B III portion of the site was a Pueblo II and III masonry structure.  
Wheat considered this all part of the 5MT1 site because of the proximity to the Basketmaker III 
features, however he named the masonry PII and PIII masonry structures Porter Pueblo after 
Charles Porter, who bought the land from Hod Stevenson (Lange et al. 1988; Mobley-Tanaka, 
and Wilshusen 2003).  Charles Porter allowed research to continue on his land, as long as he was 
reimbursed for the beans lost to the excavation. During the course of the excavations, Porter 
became more and more interested in the Ancestral Puebloan culture and stopped charging the 
University for the beans he lost.  Eventually he went on to become a state senator and continued 
to support archaeologists working in the Yellow Jacket area (Lange et al. 1988). 
In the summer of 1957, Wheat began excavating the masonry structures in the Porter 
Pueblo area expecting to find evidence of Basketmaker features underneath.  However, that was 
not the case.  After the masonry houses had been cleared, his excavations revealed a number of 
unusual PII –PIII occupations which led to a shift in the focus of his project.  Many of the 
features discovered in his excavations had never been seen before, contradicting expectations for 
the MVR.  Previous knowledge of the area until this point depended on Kidder’s early synthesis 
of Southwestern prehistory (1924), the Wetherill and Nordenskiöld excavation reports written by 
Earl Morris and Paul Martin in the 1930s, and a small amount of salvage work done at Mesa 
Verde (Lange et al. 1988; Mobley-Tanaka and Wilshusen 2003).   
The discovery of new features, such as towers and tunnels, brought forth a series of 
interesting questions that needed to be answered. The excavations revealed structures that had 
been built over each other or remodeled by later occupants to accommodate the needs of the 
changing community. Although the site provided useful information about Ancestral Puebloan 
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lifestyles, the complexity resulting from the mixed occupations made evaluation of the site very 
difficult at the time (Lange et al. 1988).   
 In 1961, Wheat turned his focus to 5MT3, a nearby site with clear PII and PIII 
components.  This site was chosen because on the surface it appeared to be a single component 
site.  However, excavations revealed a very complex multi-component site (BIII, PII, PIII) 
(Cassells 1997; Lange et al. 1988).  The juxtaposition of architectural features from separate 
stratigraphic levels compounded the archaeological complexity at the site (Lange et al. 1988).  
For instance, excavation at House I revealed various levels of occupation found directly over one 
another with the central pit structure being remodeled for each new phase.  Originally 
constructed as a BIII pithouse, the structure eventually reached its final form during the PIII 
phase when the masonry lining and six pilasters were added (Lange et al. 1988).   
In the summer of 1980, excavations to the east of House I revealed a 6- pilaster kiva with 
two associated masonry rooms again, built over another BIII pithouse. After the kiva was 
excavated and mapped, researchers literally tapped the floor in order to identify hollow areas that 
would help them identify subsurface features.  To their surprise, they discovered a figure of a 
Kokopelli carved into the floor and filled with clay and plastered over (Cassells 1997; Lange et 
al. 1988).  There are two other examples of carved kiva floors in the Yellow Jacket area, one at 
Porter Pueblo and the other from 5MT3, but neither is in the shape of the Kokopelli.  These 
carved kiva floors are yet one more anomaly found at Yellow Jacket (Lange et al. 1988).    
Beginning in 1986, Dr. Frederick Lange became the administrator for the Yellow Jacket 
Field School and began excavations at 5MT2, located on the hilltop near 5MT1. Year after year 
the summer field schools continued to reveal interesting gradations in architectural changes 
which made relative dating difficult.  One of the most interesting aspects of the site, according to 
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Lange et al. (1988), is the number of tunnels connecting surface rooms to kivas, and kivas to 
each other.  The first tunnel complex was an accidental discovery made by a student who 
actually fell into the mouth of the tunnel while excavating a PII pithouse.  This tunnel was 
followed back to a kiva that was stylistically related to the late PIII phase, where its entrance had 
been blocked up and plastered, concealing it from view (Lange et al. 1988).  The three decades 
of field school conducted by the University of Colorado in the Yellow Jacket area revealed how 
complicated it is to use a region wide approach to studying Ancestral Puebloans in the Mesa 
Verde/ Upper San Juan Region. 
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center at Yellow Jacket Pueblo 
Starting in 1995, Crow Canyon Archaeological Center (CCAC) began conducting 
research in the Yellow Jacket area. The Sand Canyon Archaeological Project, conducted by 
CCAC, developed several models to characterize settlement pattern changes during the AD 
1000-1300 occupation of the Central MVR. The community center succession model suggests 
that local Puebloan communities of this period “were focused on large central sites and arranged 
in a characteristic chronological sequence” (Ortman et al. 2000:124).  The population 
aggregation model proposes that the “development of aggregated settlement patterns was a long-
term historical process associated with population growth” (Ortman et al. 2000:124).  The third 
model, the canyon-rim formation model, proposes that “households moved out of smaller and 
upland settlements and into rapidly growing villages during the 1200s” (Ortman et al. 2000:124).   
Studies reveal that late PIII canyon-rim villages formed rapidly and in consistent patterns 
(Ortman et al. 2000).  The Village Testing Project (VTP) was designed to test this and other 
settlement pattern models through surface mapping and test excavations at large, late sites in the 
Central Mesa Verde area of the Northern San Juan Region (Lipe and Ortman 2000; Ortman et al. 
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2000).  Yellow Jacket was included in the VTP because at “least a portion of the site exhibits 
characteristic features of other late PIII villages, including canyon location, spatial division into 
two parts, proximity to water sources, towers, multi-walled structures, enclosing walls, and 
blocked-in kivas” (Ortman et al. 2000:125). 
As part of the Village Testing Project, the goals of the research at Yellow Jacket Pueblo 
were to produce a complete and accurate map of the entire site, to determine the extent of 
damage caused by looters and non- professional archaeologists, and to refine the chronology of 
the site through test excavations (Lipe and Ortman 2000; Ortman et al. 2000). One of the first 
priorities was to fully map Yellow Jacket village (see Figure 2). Permission was granted by land 
owners to map the site. However, test excavations were limited to only the land owned by the 
Archaeological Conservancy and one small parcel owned by Joe Tipton and Jack Hawkins 
(Kuckelman 2003).   
The research was designed to disturb as little of the site as possible, so the CCAC limited 
excavations to three seasons, and confined their test units to disturbed areas (Kuckelman 2003).  
The conservative approach, and the nature of prior disturbances at the site, led to varied samples, 
but high quality maps and focus on the collection of tree-ring and pottery samples have helped 
facilitate reconstructions of village histories (Kuckelman 2003; Lipe and Ortman 2000; Ortman 
et al. 2000).  
Results of the test excavations show that the primary occupation occurred at this site 
roughly from AD 1050-1300.  These results are based on pottery analysis from the test 
excavations.  The initial occupation date is based on the near absence of Cortez Black-on-White 
and the presence of Mancos, McElmo, and Mesa Verde Black-on-White (Ortman et al. 2000).  
These whiteware types are indicative of the late PII-PIII occupation (Wilson and Blinman 1995).  
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The information resulting from the Village Testing Project at Yellow Jacket Pueblo has 
significantly contributed to the understanding of community centers in the MVR.  First, it has 
been established that the history of Yellow Jacket generally follows the community center 
succession model based on multiple lines of evidence, including deep, multi-generational 
histories based on the amount of room blocks focused on the large central site, a late PII 
Chacoan-style great house (Kuckleman 2003; Lipe and Ortman 2000, Ortman et al. 2000).  
Second, research has shown the process of growth of one community center.  According to 
Kuckleman (2003), Yellow Jacket Pueblo appears to have grown from the central part of the site 
and was eventually abandoned from the outside perimeter back towards the center.  Another 
important discovery of Crow Canyon’s research shows that the Yellow Jacket community had 
“aggregated into the largest ancient Pueblo village of the region by the early 1200s, in contrast to 
other communities in the region, which did not aggregate to this extent until the mid-1200s” 
(Ortman et al. 2000:141).  Research also shows that this community center was occupied for at 
least 100 years, supporting a sizable population for several generations.   
The history of research at Yellow Jacket Pueblo and surrounding areas is extensive.  
Interest in the site by professionals and non-professionals has continued for over a century.  The 
information collected by researchers has given much insight to the lifestyle of the Ancestral 
Puebloans in the Northern MVR.  However, there remains a question of how much information 
has been lost due to non-professional collectors, and modern day dry-land farming on private 
lands at and around Yellow Jacket Pueblo.  As discussed above, the first real interest in Yellow 
Jacket was in 1953 when it was accidentally discovered by bean farmer Hod Stevenson.  Since 
Stevenson’s time, dry-land farming continues to dominate the land in this area, and many of the 
room blocks that comprise Yellow Jacket lie on private land. Non-professional collectors, casual 
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collectors, and looters have been picking up artifacts for well over a century (Kuckleman 2003; 
Ortman et al. 2000).   
Figure 2: Map of Yellow Jacket produced by Crow Canyon Archaeological Center
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Chapter 3: 
Methods 
 
 This chapter will be divided into three sections.  The first section will include background 
on Euroamerican land use in MT County.  This background information will lead to the 
discussion of current land management issues found in Chapter 5.  Another important aspect of 
understanding the historic land use will introduce collectors and collector motives.  Learning 
about collectors and their motives leads to a later chapter discussing my phone interview with 
Don McClellan about his mother’s collection.  The final section of this chapter will discuss the 
methods used to analyze the McClellan Collection at the AHC.     
Historic Land Use in MT County and Surrounding Areas 
The southwest corner of Colorado is rich in prehistoric and historic history.  Native 
Americans lived on this land for thousands of years.  Following the abandonment of the area by 
the Ancestral Puebloans, the Ute people came to inhabit vast areas of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, 
Eastern Nevada, Northern New Mexico and Arizona.  The Weenuchiu occupied the valley of the 
San Juan River and its north tributaries in Colorado and Northwestern New Mexico (Southern 
Ute Indian Tribe 2016). Now known as the Ute Mountain Utes, the Weenuchiu, are 
headquartered at Towaoc, Colorado, just south of Cortez. Routes established by the Utes were 
used by other Native American tribes and Europeans.  Small scale trade and increased 
exploration by the Spaniards continued through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but soon 
word spread of gold and silver in the San Juan and La Plata Mountains (Alexander 2016, 
Freeman 1958).   
 In 1765, the first specific history of Spaniards in MT County was recorded.  Prior the 
expedition, a Ute sold a piece of silver to a blacksmith in Abiquiu (a small settlement north of 
Santa Fe, NM).  This was the foundation for the Don Juan Maria de Rivera expedition that was 
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sent out by the governor of New Mexico.  Rivera was sent to the La Plata Mountains and up the 
Dolores River valley and eventually to present day Dove Creek, CO in search of silver. He 
followed existing Spanish and Ute trade routes along his journey.  A follow- up expedition was 
sent out in 1766, headed by Father Escalante to further explore the country.  This expedition 
added a considerable amount of knowledge to early historic period of the county (Alexander 
2016; Freeman 1958; Smith 2008).  Ultimately, MT County ended up under the ownership of 
three flags: first Spain, followed by Mexico after winning its independence from Spain in 1822, 
and finally the American flag after the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 (Freeman 1958).   
After the Rivera and Escalante expeditions, nearly a century passed before permanent 
Euro-American settlement of the area. The first permanent settlers were prospectors who staked 
claims in the La Plata Mountains and settled in the Mancos Valley in 1875 (Freeman 1958; 
Smith 2008). In 1877 more settlers came into the valley, including the Wetherills who were the 
first ranchers in the area (Cassells 1997; Freeman 1958).  Cattle and sheep ranching was the 
primary industry in the area into the turn of the century, but overgrazing soon became a problem 
(Freeman 1958).   
 Cortez, Colorado was originally settled by homesteaders in 1886.  The town was laid out 
by M.J. Mack, engineer for the Montezuma Valley Water Supply Co. who began building the 
Montezuma Valley irrigation system.  The success of the development of Cortez and surrounding 
areas was largely due to this extensive irrigation system that was built in the late 1800s to bring 
water from the Dolores River to be distributed to every part of the valley and the country west of 
the main valley (Gerhold 2008).  In 1887, a second water company, the Dolores Number Two 
Land and Canal Co. was organized to bring water to irrigate many square miles in Yellow Jacket, 
the Hovenweep, Trail, Alkali, and parts of the Mc-Elmo Canyon.  The Narraguinep reservoir is 
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filled each year from this canal (Freeman 1958). By 1890, more than 100 miles of canals had 
been built, one storage reservoir partly constructed, others planned, and diverting dams were 
channeling the flow of water, reported to be 1,300 cubic feet of water per second (Smith 2008). 
Decades of conflict between the two water companies resulted in the present day Montezuma 
Valley Irrigation Company (Gerhold 2008). Without this ‘lifeblood’ Cortez and the surrounding 
areas would have ceased to exist.  
  Between 1892 and 1927, homesteaders in the Cortez and Dolores areas began to stake 
claim on smaller, less desirable properties that supported dry farming.  This caused conflict and 
controversy between ranchers who had used these lands for grazing. “Dry farming soon became 
almost continuous from the San Juan River to Groundhog Reservoir, necessitating the end of 
unrestricted "open" cattle grazing” (Dishman 2008). The enthusiasm for dry land farming 
brought about the introduction of two new cash crops, pinto beans and potatoes.  Pinto beans 
yield a high return and could be grown without irrigation (Dishman 2008).  Dry land farming 
practice started first in the areas adjoining the Montezuma Valley Irrigation district.  In Yellow 
Jacket, Colorado experiments in dry farming began around 1909/1910.  In 1912 and 1913, a few 
families and individuals settled in and around Yellow Jacket, among these were Mrs. Gus 
Stevenson and family.  Her three sons were Hod Stevenson, Ed Stevenson and Gus Stevenson.  
Hod reported the Ancestral Puebloan sites to the University of Colorado in 1953, years after the 
area had been cultivated for bean and potato farming (Freeman 1958; Lange et al. 1988; Mobley-
Tanaka and Wilshusen 2003).  Based on a note that Hod Stevenson included with the two groups 
of pots that he sent to the University, at least two-thirds came from the sites on his Yellow Jacket 
land (Wilshusen 2003). 
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 Clearing land and plowing with power machinery first started in the Yellow Jacket area.  
A steam tractor for clearing land followed by a large plow for clearing land were the first 
mechanized system to be introduced to the area. These were followed by gas tractors, and 
eventually in 1928, “Floyd Cunningham brought in and used the first row crop tractor” (Freeman 
1958:146).  More powerful machinery gained popularity.  “Huge crawler type tractors, four row 
planters and cultivators, drills, chisels, gang plows; first the grain binder; then the combine; and 
the mechanical bean harvester and the pickup combine and other machinery” came into use 
following the introduction of the first power tools (Freeman 1958:146).  These technological 
advances allowed farmers to cultivate larger tracts of land, and thus increased profit (Dishman 
2008).    
According to Richard Wilshusen, 1:20,000 black on white aerial photos of the Yellow 
Jacket Pueblo taken in 1950 revealed that 5MT5 (Figure 2) was covered at that time by brush 
and small trees.  He states that there were “large fields about 1 mile to the north of the site, but 
the slightly rougher and sloping terrain close to the canyon was less favorable for mechanical 
cultivation” (Wilshusen 2003:4).   Based on these 65 year old aerial photos, Wilshusen (2003:4) 
says that “it had been evident that all of the Stevenson area and part of the Porter area had been 
cleared of trees and brush at least once with a ‘one-way’ or possibly a special clearing plow.”  
Wilshusen continues, “Regular plowing of the area began by at least 1953 and Joe Ben Wheat’s 
pictures of the Stevenson area in 1954 show totally cleared field areas in pinto bean cultivation.” 
According to Wilshusen (2003:4), “This type of clearing and cultivation heavily disturbs the 
upper 20-25 centimeters of soil and typically accelerates erosion in a situation such as in the 
Stevenson area of the site, where the slope angle is about 5 to 8 percent dipping to the south and 
east.”   
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 In contrast with the Stevenson area, Wilshusen states: 
…the Porter area was not regularly cultivated because of the danger the stone in 
the roomblocks presented to Stevenson’s farm equipment.  Portions of the western 
edge of the Pueblo II and Pueblo III occupation were plowed, particularly Kiva E 
and Subterranean Room 14, but the remainder appears to never have been plowed.  
The unnamed room block located east of the Porter area was also not plowed.  By 
the late 1960s this area had begun to revert back to sagebrush and small pinion 
and juniper trees.  The Stevenson area was cultivated through the 1980s and show 
evidence of at least intermittent plowing as late as 2004 (Wilshusen 2003:4-5).  
 
Post WWII, increased output was needed to compete on the national market and 
mechanization and cultivation of larger acreages were the solution.  Some ranches became quite 
large, encompassing great acreage and “exerting a strong force upon the local economy” 
(Dishman 2008).   Decades after the completion of the original irrigation ditches and canals and 
after years of dry spells, it was clear that more water was needed to sustain agriculture and 
livestock in the area.   
  The need was met with the authorization of the Dolores Project and the creation of 
McPhee Reservoir. The Dolores Project was authorized by the Colorado River Basin Act of 
September 30, 1968 (Public Law 90-537), as a participating project under the Colorado River 
Storage Project Act of April 11, 1956 (Public Law 84-485).  “The Dolores Project, located in the 
Dolores and San Juan River Basins in southwestern Colorado, uses water from the Dolores River 
for irrigation, municipal and industrial use, recreation, fish and wildlife, and production of 
hydroelectric power. It also provides flood control and aids in economic redevelopment. Service 
is provided to the northwest Dove Creek area, central Montezuma Valley area, and south to the 
Towaoc area on the Ute Mountain Ute Indian Reservation. A full and supplemental supply of 
irrigation water is available for 61,660 acres (Bureau of Reclamation 2011). 
 Due to the expectation of a large number of known and unknown archaeological sites in 
the proposed project area, The Dolores Archaeology Program (DAP) was implemented to 
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salvage the research value of this area before the construction of McPhee Dam and Reservoir. In 
1977, the Bureau of Reclamation contacted the University of Colorado to conduct archaeological 
and historical fieldwork and analysis in the reservoir area.  David Breternitz from UC Boulder 
was the senior principal investigator, and Washington State University (WSU) was the primary 
subcontractor (Breternitz 1993).  According to BLM’s DAP website, “During six field seasons 
(1978-1983) Dolores Program archaeologists surveyed and recorded 1,626 archaeological sites 
on 16,000+ acres in the project area. They fully excavated 125 sites, and collected over 1.5 
million artifacts-- including historic glass bottles, a prehistoric bone tool kit, and thousands of 
ceramic vessels and fragments (sherds). DAP maps, photos, and records provide a vast 
knowledge base that otherwise would have disappeared forever” (BLM DAP 2102).  The project 
itself is considered one of the largest and perhaps most successful mitigation projects ever 
supported by the United States government (through the BLM) (Lange 1989).  
 The AHC, operated by BLM, was constructed to house the artifacts and information 
discovered during the DAP’s research.  The facility is an official federal repository for 
archaeological materials which continue to arrive from permitted, legitimate excavations on 
public land in southwest Colorado as well as private collections that fulfill the requirements set 
forth by “The Scope of Collections Statement.” The statement is important because it: 
Defines the holdings, present and future, of museum property that contributes directly to 
the mission of the Bureau of Land Management’s AHC as well as additional holdings 
from the Four Corners Region that the bureau is legally mandated to preserve.  The[e] 
document is designed to ensure that all present and future collections of museum property 
acquired by the AHC are relevant to the AHC’s mission and responsibilities, and to 
prevent arbitrary, unfocused, and excessive growth of the AHC’s museum property 
holdings (SOC 2016:1).   
 
Key artifacts recovered during the DAP are on display in the AHC’s museum, others are 
preserved for research purposes and are open to archaeologists, historians, graduate students and 
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other scholars and researchers with approval from the supervisory museum curator, currently 
(2016) Bridget Ambler.   
As of 2014, Cortez had a population of 8,602 (US Census Bureau 2015).  Although 
agriculture, farming and oil and gas still contribute to the economy of the town, tourism is 
presently the number one economic contribution.  The city “proudly lays claim to being the 
archaeological capital of the United States, and the multitude of foreign travelers among the 
more than 700,000 annual visitors reflects the worldwide popularity of the region” (Lange 
1989:1). Cortez is considered “the hub” for southwestern Colorado, and in addition to the famous 
cliff dwellings at Mesa Verde National Park, there are thousands of other sites throughout the 
area (Lange 1989).  Population estimates between 900-1300 AD suggest that more than 40,000 
people lived within fifty miles of Cortez, at least double the amount that currently resides in the 
entire county (Lange 1989).   
Collector and Collector Motivation 
It has already been discussed that the MVR is the most archaeologically dense region in 
the United States.  Much of the archaeological record lies on or near the surface in the arid desert 
and is certainly eye-catching and tempting to collect. While federal laws (National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) 1966, Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) 1979, and 
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 1990 do not apply to 
collecting artifacts on private property, it is illegal to collect from public or Tribal lands (King 
2008).  One argument from those opposed to collaboration with the artifact collecting public is 
the question of how to know if the collection came from public or private land (Goebel 2015).  
This is a valid question, and certainly needs to be addressed by archaeologists or museums 
accepting private collections. However, promoting public education about the importance of 
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archaeological context is necessary and some collectors have listened and learned this lesson 
(Pitblado 2014a, Pitblado 2014b, Shott and Pitblado 2015a).  
In evaluating the motives of collectors, I begin with myself.  Living in the Four Corners, I 
am always excited when I find a broken piece of pottery or chipped lithic, and even more excited 
when I find the elusive ‘arrowhead’.  I know that this has had a profound impact on my interest 
in archaeology.  Growing up in Farmington, New Mexico we would often hike in the desert.  
While not in search of artifacts, it was nearly impossible not to find at least one or two sherds or 
flakes at any given point or in any given location.  While living in Cortez, Colorado in 2014-
2015 it was extremely likely to find archaeological remains when hiking on private and public 
land in the area.  When hiking with friends on the Sand Canyon Trail or the Mud Springs area 
(both BLM land) they would always ask if they could pick up a piece of pottery.  Of course, my 
reply was no, especially after taking the CRM Laws and Ethics from professor Dr. Douglas 
MacDonald at the University of Montana.  But I find it hard not to want to pick up artifacts-- if 
not just for the pleasure of examining it and returning it to its location for others to discover.   
 People who collect artifacts do so for different reasons and under different circumstances. 
As previously mentioned, there is a wide spectrum of collector strategies, from “casual collector” 
or “weekend citizen” to looters and vandalizers (Pitblado 2014a; Warren 1999). Susan Pearce 
published On Collecting: An Investigation into Collecting in the European Tradition in 1995, 
claims that “one in every three people in North America collects something.”   In this paper, it 
has been established that private property owners have the right to collect on their property. 
There have been many documented cases where private property owners have allowed looters to 
collect on their property for profit (Breternitz 2000).   
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The land north of Cortez, CO and surrounding Yellow Jacket Pueblo is primarily used for 
farming and ranching.  Some families have lived on this land for over a century.  There is no 
doubt that these generations have been collecting artifacts from their property since day one.  
For example, Don McClellan, now in his 60s, would join his mother on Sunday afternoon 
outings on their property and their neighbors just to the west of Pleasant View, CO.  According 
to McClellan, their family outings would consist of taking a picnic out after church on Sundays.  
They would put their tailgates down and relax.  Occasionally, they would pick up a few sherds, 
but that was never a priority. His mother Evelyn, whose small collection is now housed at the 
Heritage Center, instilled in Don that preservation of artifacts was important (Don McClellan, 
Personal Communication Spring 2015).  
It is important to note that there is a behavioural spectrum that artifact collectors fall into, 
ranging from “casual collector” (e.g. Evelyn McClellan) to “looter” (e.g. someone bulldozing an 
Ancestral Puebloan site for pottery to sell) (Pitblado 2014a).  In 1979, Colorado State 
Archaeologist Bruce Rippeteau created three categories of collectors, the “weekend citizens, 
vicious vandals, and commercial miners” (Cassells 1997:259).  Based on evidence provided by 
Don McClellan, his mother Evelyn McClellan falls into the “weekend citizen” category.  Such 
“casual collectors” or “weekend citizens,” according to Pitblado and Rippeteau, most likely 
collect based on their own interest of the past and most likely do not collect in order to make a 
profit. However, this is perhaps the class of collectors whose motives are least understood 
(Warren 1999). “Looters” and “Commercial Miners” on the other hand are usually in search of 
money-making artifacts.   
Evelyn McClellan clearly falls into the leisure collector/ weekend citizen category.  Paul 
van der Grijp (2014:2) sees collecting primarily as a passion “which sometimes develops the 
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characteristics of a cult based on beauty, in particular when it concerns aesthetic objects.” Van 
der Grijp (2014:2) goes on to claim “private collecting, however, is also a form of leisure 
activity.  Leisure has, according to Joffre Dumazedier (1972), three functions: (1) recreation, (2) 
diversion, (3) development of one’s personality.”   
Michael Shott (2008:34) claims that archaeologists know very little about what draws a 
person to collect.  Paul Van der Grijp (2014:3) uses an anti-reductionist/configuration 
perspective to show four motivational axes that are important to understanding collecting as a 
cultural phenomenon.  He claims that collecting as a cultural phenomenon needs to be 
understood as a process.  His axes are “all processual and should be analyzed in both synchronic 
and diachronic perspectives.” 
1. Psychological motivation:  Stuart Plattner (1996) describes psychological motivation as 
an “eco-enlargement, by seeing one’s collection as an extension of oneself.”  Van der 
Grijp (2014:3) adds another “psychological dimension in nostalgia-- a kind of restoration 
of a lost world by making it manageable, habitable, and emotionally compelling within a 
sort of microcosm or time capsule.” 
2. Sociological motivation can be seen as a “desire to augment one’s social status.”  Van der 
Grijp (2014:3) explains: “The direct link between socio-economic background and 
involvement in ‘culture’ recurs in the sociological literature from Thorstein Veblen (1934 
[1899]) to Pierre Bourdieu (1979), to which the latter adds the notion of ‘culture capital’ 
as a marker of social status.” 
3. “Collecting can also be, and often is, a form of economic investment.  Collectors can sell 
some of their collectibles, generate profit and eventually reinvest this profit in their 
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collection or in other undertakings.  In so doing, they can accumulate a reserve of 
personal capital, and may even become dealers. (Van der Grijp 2014:3).” 
4. Educational Motive: “Collectors may assume that an increase in knowledge goes hand in 
hand with the ownership of the objects concerned.  According to collectors [Van de 
Grijp] has interviewed, daily and physical contact with their collectibles is a precondition 
for such knowledge.  As collectors learn about their objects, many become 
knowledgeable specialists, and they are motivated to transmit their knowledge. (Van der 
Grijp 2014:3).” 
Van der Grijp goes on to explain that “the configurational approach proposed here implies 
that in order to describe, understand, and explain collecting as a cultural phenomenon, we should 
not reduce collectors’ motivations to one, two, or three motivations only, but rather take all four 
into account” (2014:4).  These four approaches, while not exclusive of one another, can help 
explain the motives behind collector behavior.  Clearly the psychological motives can be varied 
and overlapping.   
Susan Pearce sees collecting as a “passion for possession” which can help explain the “need 
of collectors to add new acquisitions to an existing collection” (Pearce 1995:221). Collectors on 
both ends of the spectrum (leisure to looter) have this “passion for possession” to varying 
degrees. For looters, their passion for collecting lies in the fact that they can make a profit off of 
their collection. This certainly does not apply to all who sell artifacts, some people may have an 
emotional tie or a genuine interest in the artifact(s) they are selling, and others may just see 
dollar signs in their eyes.  Research into leisure collectors shows that they share their passion for 
their artifacts by enthusiastically showing them to visitors, educating them on their finds, where 
they found the artifacts, and other insights they may have on the artifacts.  This fits into Van der 
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Grijp’s (2014) educational motive model: “acquiring and transmitting knowledge about one’s 
collectibles.” Part of this educational drive may also be the motive behind donating collections to 
museums.  
This brings up an important question raised by many, (e.g. Cox 2015, Connolly 2015, 
Childs 2015, Shott and Pitblado 2015a) how can these artifacts be incorporated into museum 
collections without provenience? Shott (2008) adds to this question by asking what is the 
probability that a collection will be donated to a museum? “In much of the United States, eight or 
more generations of collectors have come and gone, their collections and associated information 
lost” (Shott 2008:38).  Many of these collections still exist in basements and sheds, some on 
display inside homes. The McClellan collection was donated to the Heritage Center in 2014 
because Don McClellan inherited his mother’s collection after she passed.  He did not know 
what to do with the collection, so as opposed to letting it sit in his garage, or simply throwing it 
away, he brought it to the Heritage Center.  Van der Grijb (2014:15) states “the most spectacular 
donations are those in which private collections are transferred by their owners to museums that 
are open to the general public.”  
 The AHC, as a federal repository, “accepts properly packaged and documented cultural 
materials from Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation, USDA Forest Service, 
National Park Service, tribal lands and state lands in southwestern Colorado. Cultural materials 
must be legally collected under the stipulations of the current State of Colorado permit, or a 
federal cultural resource use permit, in order to be accessioned. A curation agreement with the 
AHC must also be in place.” (BLM 2015)  
 Private collections that are accepted by the AHC must meet the criteria established by the 
Scope of Collections.  In a personal email conversation (September 16, 2016) with Bridget 
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Ambler, the museum supervisor of the Heritage Center, I inquired about why the small 
McClellan collection was accepted. Her response:  
 Some years we can go a whole year without an offer of a private collection, and other 
years, we'll get many.  I agreed to take in the McClellan collection because I could make 
the argument that it met our Scope of Collections and while not specifically 
provenienced, the artifacts originated from the Yellow Jacket vicinity and had the 
potential to add to our body of knowledge about the site. 
 
 Many archaeologists are concerned with the context of private collections.  Often, 
private collections lack provenience.  Cox (2015:17) says “the magnitude of specimens making 
up the portion of America’s archaeological record that now resides in private hands is staggering.  
Many of the artifacts were found decades ago, before their current custodians were born.  Often 
these were obtained during a period of early intensive farming activity, reservoir construction, 
and the like. These collections represent a bygone era when such artifacts were plentiful on the 
landscape.”   For example, McClellan did not know exactly where the artifacts that he donated to 
the Heritage Center came from, he did however know that they came from around the Yellow 
Jacket Pueblo and surrounding areas- potentially even from Hovenweep.  This makes the 
research value of these artifacts a little tricky.   
During my conversation with Bridget Ambler (email September 19, 2016), I was also 
curious about what typically happens to private collections that are donated to the museum.  She 
responded: 
Accepting collections has become a legal, ethical and practical conundrum.  For 
collections lacking any context whatsoever, it is hard to justify dedicating precious space 
(especially as we face our "curation crisis" with diminishing available curation space) for 
collections that may not yield information.  We do use collections for educational 
purposes such as loan kits to schools, but there are only so many boxes of sherds and 
organization needs to meet that goal.  We cannot accession such collections since they do 
not meet DOI Museum Property criteria.  Yet, we also recognize that it is duplicitous to 
share a preservation message with the public about how irreplaceable artifacts are, and 
then not accept them when donors are trying to do the right thing.  In the same way, 
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destroying or discarding those artifacts would send a conflicting message, so we do 
accept them.  Along that regard, the best that we can do is foster understanding with local 
school children to protect and preserve the landscape that they will grow up to inherit.  In 
addition to being used for educational purposes or as part of our comparative collection, 
on occasion, we have received collections of various sherds without any contextual 
information.  Rather than accepting those into our collections, we have forwarded them 
on to tribes whose potters grind sherds for temper.   It is an appropriate re-use for sherds 
that would otherwise lack value according to our guidelines. 
Terry Childs discusses the “curation crisis” across the US and much of the world.  This is 
due to the “massive growth of systematically recovered archaeological collections in the US 
since federal and state historic preservation laws were enacted in the 1960s and 1970s” (Childs 
2015:33).  This growth has led to a lack of space to properly store collections.  In regards to 
private collections, Childs is concerned about the competing demands of storage for “collections 
that have been unsystematically, unscientifically recovered” (2015:33).  She goes on to claim 
that “there are ways we can curate important private collections through persistent 
communication and education” (2015:33).  Education and outreach are therefore the number one 
approaches when dealing with private collectors.  
Interview with Don McClellan 
 Of course, it is important for donators to give museums as much information about their 
collections.  Don McClellan filled out the proper paperwork required by the Heritage Center for 
accepting collections. Included in this was information about where the collection came from.  
He claims that it was from private lands on and around their family home in Pleasant View, 
Colorado.  This is very close to the Yellow Jacket Pueblo and Lowry Ruins.  In order to get a 
better understanding of the collection, and collector behaviors, I called Don in the spring of 
2015.  It was an informal interview; however I did have a handful of questions to ask about the 
collection.  After chatting with him for a bit, it was clear that he was excited that his mother’s 
collection was being used for research. 
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To start off the interview, I let Don know who I was and what I was calling about.  I 
wrote down a short introduction so that I would sound professional: 
Hello, my name is Ryan Dudgeon.  I am a Master’s student attending the University of 
Montana.  I am studying your mother’s collection that you donated to the AHC in the fall 
of 2014.  I am interested in studying this collection in order to try to gain an 
understanding of collector behavior.  I am using this research in order to try to develop 
methods to incorporate private collections into professionally excavated collections. 
 
Don seemed very interested in helping me understand the collection.  As I mentioned 
above, I had a few questions that I specifically wanted to ask in order to hopefully understand 
collector behavior.  These questions are as follows: 
 Where was the collection primarily taken from? 
 Whose land were the artifacts taken from? 
 When was the collection gathered? 
 Did his mother (Evelyn) collect with other people? 
 Where did you grow up?  Were there any artifacts on your family’s property? 
 How many people were in your immediate family? 
 What did your mother/father do for a living? 
 Where did you go to school? 
 Any other hobbies? 
While it was an informal interview, many of my questions were answered.  In response to 
where the collection came from, Don replied that most of the collection was taken from private 
property on and around their land west of Pleasant View, CO as well as other family friends’ 
property closer to Yellow Jacket.  The small collection was his mother Evelyn’s who passed 
away in November of 2013.  Don, born in 1954, remembers that when he was younger, in his 
early  grade school years, several families would get together on Sunday after church and have 
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picnics out on the edges of the farmland or even at Yellow Jacket Pueblo or Hovenweep (before 
it became a National Monument).  The kids would bring their bikes, while the adults would hang 
out and search for artifacts.  He added while they did hang out and look at the towers and the 
remaining walls at Hovenweep, his family constantly reminded everyone to look but do not 
touch.  The belief was that they should leave artifacts for everyone to enjoy.  Lots of times, 
friends would gather for rabbit or deer hunting in the Yellow Jacket canyon.  Don assumed that 
“folks would chit-chat about the sites.”  While collecting was never a priority for the McClellan 
family, it is clear that some small-scale collecting was done while out and about in the Yellow 
Jacket area.   
Don does not remember the names of the property owners whose land the family 
collected on, he did mention however, that everyone trusted their neighbor and they were 
allowed to go onto each other’s land freely.  He added that that has since changed.  He has 
noticed after so many years have gone by, and there are new landowners, that there is less 
respect for what happened in the past.  The new owners do not want anyone on their property, 
and ‘No Trespassing’ signs are found everywhere.  As for the McClellan property, it has been 
sold. Last time that Don visited the property, the house was gone, the land was cleared, and 
many acres were plowed.  He said that because of an increase in commercial farming, the new 
landowners are “selfish enough to bury/wreck timelines”. 
Evelyn had 16 brothers and sisters.  As of 2015, there were only 3-4 left.  They no longer 
live in the Pleasant View area; some live in Farmington, others in Oklahoma.  Don says that as 
the elders are dying, the information about the archaeology is being lost.  He believes that 
conservation of the sites and the information about the sites is necessary, but also understands the 
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funding issues. He also thinks that it is important for “trained people to look at the sites rather 
than just ‘weekend collectors’.” 
Don still lives in the Cortez area.  In his adult life, he has worked in construction, part 
sales for industrial mining, and at a wrecking yard.  His family moved out of Pleasant View 
when Don was younger – maybe 9-10.  They moved closer to Cortez, where Don attended 
school.  Don’s aunt and uncle continued to live in the Pleasant View area as bean farmers during 
this time.  Don would spend the summers working on their farm. Although there were many sites 
on the property, he says that too many years have gone by to point out the sites. 
This is essentially the entire conversation that Don McClellan and I had over the phone in 
the spring of 2015.  Given his responses to the questions, it is clear that the McClellan family 
falls into the leisure/weekend collector category.   
Artifact Analysis 
 One purpose of this research is to examine and compare the small private collection that 
was donated to the AHC by Don McClellan in 2014 to the Crow Canyon Archaeological 
Center’s collection obtained from excavations of the Yellow Jacket Pueblo area during the 1995-
1997 field seasons.  The goal of the research is to identify collector biases that may be present in 
the private collections and, if possible, gain insight into collector behaviors that may inform 
researchers about aspects to consider when they incorporate materials collected by private 
collectors. In order to have a comparable data, the private collection was analyzed following 
Crow Canyon’s standard procedures, which can be found on their website: 
http://www.crowcanyon.org/ResearchReports/LabManual/LaboratoryManual.pdf.  
 The artifact analysis for Crow Canyon, headed by Scott Ortman, helped to define the 
chronology of Yellow Jacket Pueblo.  Chronological information from his analysis show that a 
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vast majority of over 66,000 unmodified pottery sherds recovered from the test excavations were 
manufactured during the late PII and PIII periods (AD 1000-1300) (Ortman 2003). In order to 
follow the guidelines laid out by Crow Canyon, Ortman arranged the pottery types according to 
the general ware category to which each belonged.  Unknown gray, white and red ware sherds 
were listed separately because they may or may not represent local wares.  For each pottery type 
the count, weight, and percentage by count and weight are represented in the analysis (Ortman 
2003).  Lithic artifacts were also evaluated using the standard procedures laid out by Crow 
Canyon.  
Southwest Ceramic Analysis  
 Harold Colton and L.L.Hargrave (1937) are responsible for many of the rules of 
southwest ceramic analysis (Lucius 1982).  Colton created the binomial classification system 
which is used in type name analysis/identification (i.e. Cortez Black-on-White).  Other 
guidelines and systems have been produced to help aid with cultural and temporal ceramic 
analysis (e.g. Lucius and Breternitz 1993; Wilson and Blinman 1995).  For example, past 
Ancestral Puebloan ceramic studies focused on the distributions and distinctive characteristics of 
carbon and mineral paint (Roberts 1940), which is a kind of attribute or modal analysis; separate 
from the standard binomial typology.  Breternitz (1982) and Breternitz et al. (1974), stress the 
importance of studying temper materials in order to diagnose ceramic production, location, etc.  
Blinman et al. (1984) states “All classification decisions should be sherd-based, assigning sherds 
to pottery types based only on the characteristics of that sherd, and independent of characteristics 
of other sherds in the collection/assemblage.”  Thus, all sherds need to be individually analyzed 
in order to properly identify and classify them.   
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 According to Abel (1955), much of the Mesa Verde Tradition Pottery (or Northern San 
Juan), was first defined “as a distinctive tradition based on the presence of crushed igneous 
temper.”  Since then, many deviations have been discovered (Wilson and Blinman 1995).  
However, there is no source of igneous rock in the Yellow Jacket Canyon and Montezuma Creek 
alongside the Colorado-Utah border, so potters used Dakota Sandstone for temper during the 
entire occupation of that area (Lucius 1981, Lucius 1982; Wilson 1988).  Part of my research 
was a sherd-based analysis of temper materials in order identify local vs. non-local pottery in the 
private collection.  The temper materials identified for each sherd can be found in APPENDIX A 
of this thesis.   
 Another aspect of the sherd analysis focused on paint materials.  It is common to 
distinguish between McElmo Black-on-White and Mancos Black-on-White on the basis of 
carbon vs. mineral paint (Wilson and Blinman 1995).  According to Wilson and Blinman (1995: 
52), “this convention is unfortunate because mineral paint dominates in the Yellow Jacket area 
along the Colorado-Utah border.” Other studies state that the use of mineral paint declined over 
time at Yellow Jacket Pueblo (Breternitz et al. 1974, Ortman 2003).  The results of the 
McClellan collection will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.   
  As mentioned in the beginning of this section, artifact analysis followed the standard 
procedures laid out in Crow Canyon’s laboratory manual. For my artifact analysis, I used the 
type and ware collection housed in the AHC.  I did my best at accurately identifying artifacts 
using the comparative collection, along with several publications on pottery identification 
(Lucius 1981, 1982; Lucius and Breternitz 1993; Ortman 2000; Ortman 2006; Wilson 1998; 
Wilson and Breternitz 1993; Wilson and Blinman 1995).  While I am certainly not an expert in 
prehistoric ceramic analysis, I feel like these resources accurately guided the classification of 
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artifacts in the McClellan collection.  My artifact analysis was compared to Scott Ortman’s 
analysis in order to test the hypothesis that private collectors will be more inclined to keep 
interesting or eye-catching artifacts so the collection will not systematically represent the entire 
assemblage. This was tested using the chi-square test to support or refute a significant difference 
in collector strategies and identify biases.   
 Following Ortman’s research, it was important to identify sherds as local to the area- 
which is really the only internal check on the provenience of the McClellan collection.  First I 
cleaned the artifacts using a toothbrush and water. For each of the sherds, I tried to identify 
temper materials using a microscope, the temper material slides in the Heritage Center’s hands-
on research lab, and using research done by others in the area (e.g. Breternitz 1982, Ortman 
2003).  The data (which can be found in APPENDIX A), fits into the expectations laid out in 
Ortman’s report, and confirms that the artifacts are generally from the area around Yellow Jacket 
Pueblo.  After identifying ware, form, type, paint and temper materials in the McClellan 
Collection, I broke the categories down to test them against Ortman’s data.  Chapter 5 presents 
the tables and chi-square tests along with the results.  Table categories include a breakdown of 
white ware sherd finishes (unpainted, mineral, carbon, mixed, indeterminate); pottery sherd 
summary based on ware and type; pottery sherd summary based on ware and form; identifying 
rim sherds by ware and type; and counts and percentages of different ware types. Lithics were 
divided into flake lithics, non-flaked lithics, and other. The final table presents the total count 
and percentages of all of the comparable artifacts from both collections.  
The Chi-Square Tests include the number of mineral vs. carbon painted sherds of both 
collections; decorated vs. undecorated pottery; white ware bowl vs. corrugated jar sherds; rim to 
body sherds; red wares vs. white wares; total count of ware types; temper materials; and a test of 
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the amount of ceramics, chipped stone, and other stone tools.   These tests were all performed to 
identify any collector bias that may be present in the private collection.  The results will be 
discussed in Chapter 4.  
  The artifacts in the McClellan Collection were also prepared for curation according to 
the “Requirements for Collection Organization, Packaging and Delivery” provided by the 
Heritage Center.  Among the requirements set forth for all collections accepted by the Center, 
“all collections must have a state-assigned site number; which is the AHC’s primary point of 
retrieval for collections, and is therefore critical to integrating collections into the database.”   
Under BOX ORGANIZATION, the document states: 
A. Small Collections from multiple sites. 
“Artifacts packaged in a standard storage box should be grouped first by state site 
number, then by material type within individual sites….Material types should be bagged 
separately.  The entire collection from the site can be placed in a single bag or box with 
an acid-free tag noting the contents.” (The McClellan collection is now contained in three 
corrugated fiberboard storage boxes). 
3. ARTIFACT PACKAGING AND LABELING: 
“Each material type…should be placed in inert polyethylene bags of a minimum of 4 mil 
thickness and appropriate size…All bags must have labels made of acid-free paper.  
Maintain the smallest analytical category generated on a material type when packaging 
the artifacts.” In this case, I separated the ceramics by ware, and lithics by type.” 
Further, the document states “Artifacts collected from private land MUST be accompanied by a 
completed AHC Donation/Deed of Gift Form signed by the landowner. Prior approval for 
accepting private land collections must be obtained from the AHC.”  Bridget Ambler approved 
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the collection in the fall of 2014 based on the fact that it did meet the Scope of Collections and 
may potentially yield important information about the Yellow Jacket Area.   
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Chapter 4: 
Artifact Analysis and Comparison 
As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, the key case study for this research is to 
examine and compare the small private collection that was donated to the AHC by Don 
McClellan in 2014 to the Crow Canyon Archaeological Center’s collection obtained from 
excavations of the Yellow Jacket Pueblo area during the 1995-1997 field seasons. Chapter 3 
states that the goal of this research is to identify collector biases that may be present in the 
private collections and, if possible, gain insight into collector behaviors that may inform 
researchers about aspects to consider when they incorporate materials collected by private 
collectors.  The research and educational values of interpreting collector bias further aims to 
contribute to the understanding of collector motives.   
 To begin the analysis, I started by separating the painted artifacts into different paint 
types.  As discussed in Chapter 3, different style types can be distinguished on the basis of 
carbon vs. mineral paint (Wilson and Blinman 1995).  Wilson and Blinman (1995:52) describe 
this as an unfortunate standard because “mineral paint dominates in the Yellow Jacket area along 
the Colorado-Utah border.”  However, other studies show that the use of mineral paint declined 
over time at Yellow Jacket Pueblo (Breternitz et. al. 1974, Ortman 2003). 
Out of the 577 ceramic sherds in the McClellan collection, 285 were painted:   
Table 1:  White Ware Sherds Finish, McClellan Collection 
 
Unpainted 
Mineral 
Paint 
Carbon 
Paint 
Mixed Paint 
Indeterminate 
Paint 
    Number 1 159 111 13 1 
Percent 0.35 55.79 38.95 4.56 0.35 
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Scott Ortman’s analysis shows that out of the 66,148 ceramic sherds that were analyzed, 24,101 
were painted: 
Table 2: White Ware Sherds Finish, Crow Canyon Collection 
 Unpainted Mineral 
Paint 
Carbon 
Paint 
Mixed Paint Indeterminate 
Paint 
Number 12,897 2,148 8,587 420 49 
Percent 53.51 8.91 35.63 1.74 0.20 
 
From these data, it appears that there is a substantial difference between percent of 
mineral painted sherds in the two collections, but the carbon painted sherds are similar.  Also, 
something to note, is the large difference in the number unpainted sherds between the 
collections. In order to find the significance of these differences, I analyzed the data using the 
Chi-Square test.  Under the assumption that Wilson and Blinman’s observation of the prevalent 
use of mineral paint vs. carbon paint in the Yellow Jacket area, the first chi-square test compares 
these two categories: 
Ho: There will be no difference between the use of mineral paint and carbon paint. 
Ha: There will be a significant difference between mineral paint and carbon paint use. 
For this test, a 2x2 Contingency Table was used.  Having a predetermined alpha level of 
significance (0.05) and the degrees of freedom (df=1), the data was entered into an online 
program that calculates chi-square:  http://www.quantpsy.org/. 
Chi-Square Test 1: Carbon Paint vs. Mineral Paint 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon’s 
Collection 
Total 
Carbon Paint 111 8587 8,698 
Mineral Paint 159 2148 2,307 
Total 270 10735 11,005 
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Results from the test: 
Chi-Square: 240.288    Yates Chi-square: 237.947 
df :   1 
p-value: 0     Yates p-value: 0 
 
Technically, the distribution of p never reaches 0, but the probability is so small that in 
this case the program rounded it to 0.  Since the p-value (0) is less than 0.05, it reveals a 
significant difference.  Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis-- 
that there is a significant difference between the uses of mineral paint in the collections-- is 
accepted.  The difference can also be clearly seen in Tables 1 and 2 by looking at the percentage 
of mineral paint and carbon paint in both collections. In the McClellan collection, 55.79% of the 
sherds showed mineral paint, while in the Crow Canyon collection only 8.91% of the sherds 
reveal mineral paint- a difference of 46.88%.  However, the use of carbon paint in both 
collections is relatively close; the McClellan collection shows 38.95% of all sherds have carbon 
paint, and the Crow Canyon collection shows 35.6%: only a 3.32% difference.  
 At this point, it is unclear why there is such a difference between the sherds employing 
mineral paint in the collections.  This could indicate that the collector knew the difference 
between mineral and carbon paint, and was more apt to collect sherds with mineral paint, or 
perhaps was otherwise attracted to mineral paint without formal recognition.  Certain visual 
attributes can distinguish the difference between carbon- and mineral-paint on black-on-white 
pottery.  These attributes include the nature of the edges (fuzzy, sharp), absorption (soaks in, sits 
on top), luster (shiny, dull), color range (black-gray-blue; black-brown-reddish), flakiness 
(doesn’t flake off, flakes off), thickness (thick, thin), and surface polish (polish striations visible 
through paint, striations not visible through paint) (Stewart and Adams 1999).  Mineral paint 
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typically has sharp edges and sits on top of the surface. The application looks sharp and crisp and 
therefore might be more attractive to collectors than carbon-painted black-on-white pottery.   
The majority of the mineral painted sherds in the McClellan collection were Mesa Verde 
Black-on-White (56 pieces/ 35.22%) and unknown PII/PIII painted sherds (76 Pieces/ 47.80%). 
Crow Canyon’s results however, show only 33 pieces (0.14%) of Mesa Verde Black-on-White 
sherds in their collection, and 411(1.71%) unknown PII/PIII painted sherds.  The majority of the 
painted sherds in their collection were classified as Late White Unpainted (12,739 pieces/ 
52.86%).  This observation may support the hypothesis that private collectors are attracted to 
interesting, eye-catching artifacts, such as collecting Black-on-White painted pottery over 
undecorated or plain gray ware sherds.  
It is interesting to think how private collectors have impacted professional results in the 
area.  Under the assumption that the McClellan collection is comprised strictly of surface finds 
(according to the interview I had with Don McClellan about his mother’s collecting habits) and 
was collected primarily in the 1950-1960s --decades before Crow Canyon’s test excavations-- it 
could potentially help explain the difference between the findings of Wilson and Blinman (1995) 
to Ortman’s results (2003).  Remember that Wilson and Blinman (1995) claim that mineral paint 
dominates the Yellow Jacket area, but other studies show a decrease in the use of mineral paint 
over time (Breternitz et al. 1974, Ortman 2003). The difference between the two observations 
about mineral paint is also interesting considering Crow Canyon excavated sites thus presumably 
uncovering more early materials, which should present more sherds with mineral paint.   
 As discussed in earlier chapters, the area on and surrounding Yellow Jacket Pueblo has 
seen significant damage from farming and looting, so depositional layers are intermixed.  
However, as a general rule, younger artifacts will generally be found on or near the surface.  
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Researchers have clearly shown an increase in decorated pottery over time, even though plain 
gray ware and corrugated pottery production continued throughout Puebloan occupation.  Thus, 
we can assume that there is (was) a large amount of decorated pottery on the surface near Yellow 
Jacket.  Although the McClellan collection is relatively small, countless others have collected in 
the area (e.g. Breternitz 2000; Kuckleman 2003). Can this depletion possibly explain some of the 
differences between the observed painted (11,204 pieces/ 46.48%) and unpainted pottery (12,897 
pieces/53.51%) in Crow Canyon’s collection vs. the McClellan Collection (284 pieces (99.96%) 
painted/ 1 (0.35%) unpainted piece)?  Have private collectors impacted the area enough to skew 
professional findings of artifact distribution? As discussed in Chapter 2, excavations at Yellow 
Jacket Pueblo were confined to disturbed areas, which led to varied samples (Kuckleman 2003). 
Further research on private collections from the area will be needed to understand the full 
impacts collectors have had on the archaeological record on and around Yellow Jacket Pueblo 
and the Northern San Juan Region.  This paper is intended to identify and study collector biases. 
However, the resulting impacts are also important to identify and understand.   
The McClellan Collection: Unmodified Pottery Sherds Wares and Types 
 For my artifact analysis, I used the type and ware collection housed in the AHC that 
followed Ortman’s breakdown.  It was important to follow his categories so that I would have a 
comparable data set.  Ortman first broke down the pottery into ware and form.  The Crow 
Canyon website has the complete dataset for the Yellow Jacket artifact analysis.  It can be found 
at:  http://www.crowcanyon.org/ResearchReports/YellowJacket/Text/yjpw_artifacts.asp 
Table 3 shows the equivalent breakdown of the ware and type found in the McClellan Collection. 
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Table 3. Pottery Sherd Summary by Ware and Type, McClellan Collection 
Ware and Type N Wt. (g) % by Count % by Weight 
PLAIN GRAY WARE 
   Chapin Gray 0 0 0 0 
   Moccasin Gray 9 47.7 1.56 0.63 
   Mancos Gray 0 0 0 0 
   Indeterminate Neckbanded Gray 2 14.4 0.35 0.19 
   Indeterminate Local Gray 110 1791.3 19.06 23.60 
CORRUGATED GRAY WARE 
   Mancos Corrugated Gray 7 51.2 1.21 0.67 
   Mesa Verde Corrugated Gray 0 0 0 0 
   Indeterminate Local Corrugated Gray 63 544.2 10.92 7.17 
WHITE WARE 
   Chapin Black-on-white 4 19.4 0.70 0.26 
   Piedra Black-on-white 1 3.5 0.17 0.05 
   Cortez Black-on-white 1 5.4 0.17 0.07 
   Mancos Black-on-white 28 383 4.85 5.05 
   McElmo Black-on-white 18 219 3.12 2.89 
   Mesa Verde Black-on-white 85 1501.3 14.73 19.78 
   Early White Painted 0 0 0 0 
   Early White Unpainted 0 0 0 0 
   Pueblo II White Painted 0 0 0 0 
   Pueblo III White Painted 0 0 0 0 
   Late White Painted 0 0 0 0 
   Late White Unpainted 0 0 0 0 
   Indeterminate Local White Painted 147 2454.3 25.48 32.34 
   Indeterminate Local White Unpainted 1 17.9 0.17 23.59 
RED WARE 
   Abajo Red-on-orange 0 0 0 0 
   Bluff Black-on-red 0 0 0 0 
   Deadmans Black-on-red 0 0 0 0 
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   Indeterminate Local Red Painted 0 0 0 0 
   Indeterminate Local Red Unpainted 0 0 0 0 
NONLOCAL 
   Other Gray Nonlocal 0 0 0 0 
   Other White Nonlocal 0 0 0 0 
   Other Red Nonlocal 0 0 0 0 
   Polychrome 0 0 0 0 
UNKNOWN 
   Unknown Gray 0 0 0 0 
   Unknown White 0 0 0 0 
   Unknown Red 101 536.2 17.50 7.07 
   Unknown Pottery 0 0 0 0 
      TOTAL 577 7588.8 100.00 100.00 
 I used the information from this table and Ortman’s table, found online, to compare 
decorated wares to gray wares to see if there was a significant difference between the private 
collection and the professional collection.  According to my hypothesis, I believe that the 
McClellan collection will show a significant difference between the amounts of decorated 
pottery vs. undecorated pottery because decorated pottery is more eye-catching and unique.  
Again, I used the chi-square test calculator from http://quantpsy.org for this analysis.  
Ho:   There will not be a difference between the amount of decorated pottery and 
undecorated pottery. 
Ha:   There will be a difference between the amount of decorated pottery and undecorated 
pottery. 
 
Chi-Square Test 2: Decorated vs. Undecorated Pottery 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Decorated 347 24,249 24,596 
Undecorated 230 41,796 42,026 
Total 577 66,045 66,622 
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Results: 
 Chi-Square: 134.75    Yates Chi-Square: 133.746 
 Df: 1 
 p-value: 0     Yates p-value: 0 
  
Since the results yield a p-value of near 0, they refute the null hypothesis, and support the 
alternative hypothesis that there is a difference between the amount of decorated and 
undecorated pottery between the two collections.  This could mean one of two things: (1) that the 
private collector had a bias towards decorated pottery or (2) the areas the collector was finding 
artifacts had a higher density of decorated ware-- surface finds near the surface PII/PIII sites.  
 The form of a vessel could also contribute to collector bias.  Continuing with the 
hypothesis that collectors will be more compelled to pick up interesting, eye-catching artifacts, I 
would assume that bowls, dippers, handles, etc. would make up a majority of the collection.  
There were however, no complete bowls, mugs, jars, etc. in the McClellan collection.  That 
seems to be expected of a collection strictly found on the surface.    
According to Ortman’s analysis, if the collector was biased towards one type of form, we 
will see a significant difference between white ware bowl sherds vs. corrugated jar sherds (which 
are the most common artifact found according to Ortman’s research).  Table 4 shows the 
summary of Ware and Form for the McClellan collection. 
Table 4. Pottery Sherd Summary by Ware and Form, McClellan Collection 
Ware Vessel Form N Wt. (g) % by Count % by Weight 
Plain gray bowl 60 745 10.4 9.82 
jar 26 284.5 4.51 3.75 
other 24 761.8 4.15 10.04 
unknown 0 0 0 0 
Corrugated gray jar 82 658.3 14.20 8.67 
White bowl 214 3095.9 37.09 40.80 
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jar 62 1245.5 10.75 16.41 
other 8 262.4 1.39 3.46 
unknown 0 0 0 0 
Red bowl 85 403.9 14.73 5.32 
jar 14 104.7 2.43 1.38 
other 2 26.8 0.35 0.35 
unknown 0 0 0 0 
Nonlocal bowl 0 0 0 0 
jar 0 0 0 0 
unknown 0 0 0 0 
Unknown bowl 0 0 0 0 
jar 0 0 0 0 
unknown 0 0 0 0 
   TOTAL 577 7588.8 100.0 100.00 
 
Again I will use the chi-square test to discern whether or not there is a difference between 
the private collection and the Crow Canyon collection.  Here I will test white ware bowl sherds 
vs. corrugated jar sherds to understand whether or not there is a bias towards collecting the more 
‘eye-catching’ bowl sherds over the more common but perhaps ‘less’ interesting corrugated 
ware.   
Ho: There will not be a difference between white ware bowl sherds to corrugated bowl 
sherds. 
 Ha: There will be a difference between white ware bowl sherds to corrugated bowl 
sherds.  
Chi-Square Test 3:  White Ware Bowls vs. Corrugated Jars 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
White Ware 214 11,588 11,802 
Corrugated Ware 82 40,641 40,723 
Total 296 52,229 52,525 
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Results: 
              Chi-Square: 424.258     Yates Chi-Square: 42,386 
   df: 1 
  p-value: 0      Yates p-value: 0 
 
Again we have a p-value of near 0.  Since this is smaller than our level of significance 
0.05, it indicates a significant difference, therefore the null hypothesis is rejected and we accept 
the alternative hypothesis that there is a difference between the amount of white ware bowls and 
corrugated jar sherds in the collection.  According to Ortman’s research, this is to be expected, 
however, the expectation is to find more corrugated jar sherds than white ware bowl sherds based 
on the fact that the corrugated sherds are the most commonly found pottery sherd in the area.  
The McClellan collection does not reflect this claim, which certainly indicates a bias towards 
collecting the white ware bowl sherds.  Of the 577 sherds collected, 214 or 37.08% are white 
ware bowl sherds, while only 82 or 14.21% are corrugated jar sherds.  In the Crow Canyon 
collection, 11,588 of the 64,996 (17.82%) are white ware bowl sherds and 40,641 (62.53%) are 
corrugated jar sherds. It is clear that this difference shows that the private collector had a 
preference for the more interesting, eye-catching pieces of pottery in terms of ware and form. 
Rim sherds could also be considered interesting and unique.  They are also important for 
diagnosis of ware and type of artifacts.  Ortman (2003) writes about this importance in his report 
for Yellow Jacket:  
Rim sherds usually provide better estimates of the proportions of vessels of various 
traditional types used during an occupation than do body sherds, because rim sherds 
usually preserve more diagnostic attributes and therefore tend to be classified more 
precisely.  
    Table 5, on the next page,  shows Rim Sherds by Ware and Type from the McClellan 
Collection. 
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Table 5. Rim Sherds by Ware and Type, McClellan Collection 
Ware and Type N Wt. (g) % by Count % by Weight 
PLAIN GRAY WARE 
   Chapin Gray 
    
   Moccasin Gray 
    
   Mancos Gray 
    
   Indeterminate Local Gray 
    
CORRUGATED GRAY WARE 
   Mancos Corrugated Gray 1 9.7 0.78 0.54 
   Mesa Verde Corrugated Gray 
    
   Indeterminate Local Corrugated Gray 3 22.2 2.33 1.23 
WHITE WARE 
   Chapin Black-on-white 
    
   Piedra Black-on-white 1 3.5 0.78 0.19 
   Cortez Black-on-white 
    
   Mancos Black-on-white 8 121 6.20 6.68 
   McElmo Black-on-white 11 163.9 8.53 9.05 
   Mesa Verde Black-on-white 26 397.6 20.16 21.95 
   Early White Painted 
    
   Early White Unpainted 
    
   Pueblo II White Painted 
    
   Pueblo III White Painted 
    
   Late White Painted 
    
   Late White Unpainted 
    
   Indeterminate Local White Painted 22 278.6 17.05 15.38 
   Indeterminate Local White Unpainted 37 724.2 28.68 39.98 
RED WARE 
   Bluff Black-on-red 
    
   Deadmans Black-on-red 
    
   Indeterminate Local Red Painted 
    
   Indeterminate Local Red Unpainted 
    
NONLOCAL 
   Other White Nonlocal 
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   Other Red Nonlocal 
    
UNKNOWN 
   Unknown White 
    
   Unknown Pottery 20 90.8 15.5 4.61 
      TOTAL 129 1811.5 100.00 100.00 
 
Out of the 577 total ceramic sherds in the McClellan collection, 129 (22.36%) were rim 
sherds, 414 (71.75%) were body sherds, and 34 (5.9%) are classified as “Other” (29 handles, 5 
dippers).  Crow Canyon reports 3,961 (5.99%) rim sherds, 61,729 (93.32%) body sherds, and 
458 (0.69%) other.  While it is clear that body sherds are the most commonly collected artifact 
for both collections, the 16.37% difference in rim sherds between the McClellan collection and 
Crow Canyon’s collection appears significant, and could point towards a bias towards collecting 
rim sherds over body sherds in the private collection.  It is important to further test this using the 
Chi-Square test for the following hypotheses: 
Ho:  There is not a difference between rim sherd to body sherd collection between the 
two collections. 
 
Ha: There is a difference between rim sherd to body sherd collection between the two  
collections. 
Chi-Square Test 4: Rim Sherds to Body Sherds  
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Rim Sherds 129 3,961 4,090 
Body Sherds 414 61,729 62,143 
Total 543 65,690 66,233 
 
Results: 
 Chi-Square: 292.1    Yates Chi-Square:  289.049 
 df: 1 
 p-value: 0     Yates p-value: 0 
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Here, the p-value is near 0, which is less than the level of significance 0.05.  This shows that 
there is a significant difference between rim sherds and body sherds in the two collections, and 
therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.  This points out that the collectors typically have an 
interest in rim sherds over body sherds.  Again this supports the hypothesis that the private 
collector will pick up interesting, unique, and/ or eye-catching artifacts. 
 According to Crow Canyon’s research, corrugated jar sherds are the most prevalent in the 
area, followed by white ware bowls. However, red wares are also found in the area.  According 
to Ortman (2003), “most of the sherds from clearly imported vessels fount at Yellow Jacket 
Pueblo are San Juan Red Ware.” San Juan Red Ware is believed to be produced in southeastern 
Utah based on the prevalence of red-firing clays found in that area (Ortman 2003, Wilson 2012).  
It is also possible that the alluvial clays of McElmo Creek were also suitable to create red ware 
vessels (Ortman 2003 citing Glowack et al. 1997) therefore, according to Ortman (2003) “the 
San Juan Red Ware sherds are categorized as ‘local’ in Crow Canyon’s analysis system, even 
though it is unlikely that such vessels were made in the vicinity of Yellow Jacket Pueblo.”   Red 
ware vessels are significant to archaeologists because they are important markers of time and 
trade, and are likely not local.  Red wares may also be considered rare and unusual to the private 
collector, so I wanted to test red wares vs. white wares to see if there was a preference towards 
collecting red wares.  If collectors distort the distribution it could affect interpretations of the 
site. 
The hypothesis being tested here is: 
Ho: There will not be a significant difference between red ware over white ware which 
will indicate collector bias towards the non local ware. 
 
Ha: There will be a significant difference between red ware over white ware which 
indicates no bias towards one over the other.  
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Chi-Square Test 5: Red Ware vs. White Ware 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Red Ware 101 138 239 
White Ware 284 24,112 24,396 
Total 385 24,250 24,635 
 
Results: 
 Chi- Square: 2598.2486     
   df: 1 
 p-value: 0                                                                     
 
This test reveals a p-value of near 0, indicating a significant difference between the data 
sets. This supports the alternative hypothesis and shows that the private collector did in fact have 
a bias towards collecting red ware.  The pattern can also be seen by simply looking at the 
numbers in the table above.  Notice that the McClellan collection contains 101 red ware sherds, 
and Crow Canyon’s collection contains only 138-- only 37 more pieces than the McClellan 
collection.  This seems to be highly significant considering the entire McClellan collection 
contains only 577 ceramic sherds and Crow Canyon’s collection contains 66,148 sherds.  The 
McClellan collection is made up of 17.5% red ware (49.2% white ware), while Crow Canyon’s 
collection contains 0.21%  red ware (36.5% white ware).  The difference in the percent of red 
ware between the two collections could certainly suggest collector bias.   It also supports the 
claim I made earlier in this chapter about the fact that the professional collection could be 
skewed because of the large amount of private collecting that has taken place in the area.  This 
may be particularly true for rare, eye-catching artifact types. Remember, Crow Canyon’s test 
excavations took place in areas that have been damaged by farming and/or looting.  This was 
done purposely in the name of conservative archaeology.  This certainly may have an impact on 
what archaeologists recovered for research.  Regardless of this fact, I still think that the results of 
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the chi-square test and the obvious difference in percentages do support collector bias towards 
interesting, unique, and eye-catching artifacts.   
Table 6 shows the total count and percentages of all ware types found in both of the 
collections, demonstrating that there is a large difference between the percentages of each ware 
category between the artifact groups. 
 
Table 6: Counts and Percentages of the Different Ware Types of both Collections 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon Collection 
N % N % 
Plain Gray Ware 110 19.06 1,153 1.75 
Corrugated Gray 
Ware 
82 14.21 40,641 61.54 
White Ware 284 49.22 24,106 36.50 
Red Ware 101 17.51 134 0.21 
Total 577 100.00 66,034 100.00 
 
 
Chi-square test number six tests the counts of ware types between the two collections. 
Ho: There is not a significant difference between the counts of ware types between the 
two collections. 
Ha: There is a significant difference between the counts of ware types between the two 
collections. 
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Chi-Square Test 6: Total Counts of Ware Types 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Plain Gray Ware 110 1,153 1,263 
Corrugated Gray 
Ware 
82 40,641 40,711 
White Ware 284 24,106 24,391 
Red Ware 101 134 235 
Total 577 66,034 66,611 
 
Results: 
 Chi-Square: 5992.968     Yates Chi-Square: 5933.821 
 df: 3    
 p-value: 0      Yates p-value: 0 
 
The results show that there is a significant difference between the two collections.  This 
aggregate again points to collector bias and give a broader understanding of what to look for in 
private collections.  However, without the baseline data collected by Crow Canyon, it would 
certainly be difficult to identify any bias.   
 Lithics, Non-Flaked Lithics, and Miscellaneous Rocks 
 Under the premise that private collectors are attracted to interesting, unique, and eye 
catching artifacts, I expected to see at least some bifaces, projectile points, and possibly other 
stone tools.   A personal observation that I have made while hiking in the Cortez area, and the 
Northern San Juan Region in general, is that there are usually large amounts of lithics found with 
or near pottery sherds.  These are often found in midden deposits, but can be indicators of areas 
where tool manufacture took place. According to the interview I had with Don McClellan, his 
donation to the museum contained everything his mother had left behind.  At first I wondered if 
Don, or other family members had kept the projectile points or any stone tools that were 
complete and unique.  However, Don assured me that this was the entire collection, and as far as 
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he knew, he was the only one to his mother left artifacts to.  It seems interesting that there were 
not more stone tools in the collection.  Among these lithics were other various miscellaneous 
rocks, fossils, and a modern cut piece of an antler; a hodgepodge of random rocks and fossils.  
Tables 7 and 8 breakdown what was found beyond ceramic sherds in the collection.  
 Table 7: Lithics, Non-Flaked Lithics, McClellan Collection. 
Lithics: Non-Flaked Lithics: 
Description: N: Description:    N: 
Informal Stone 
Tools 
15 One Handed 
Mono 
1 
Cores 5 Polishing 
Stone 
1 
Chipped Stone 
Debris 
155   
Total: 175 Total: 2 
 
Table 8: Other, McClellan Collection. 
Description N: 
Modern Pendant 1 
Polished Stones 10 
Micaceous Rocks 4 
Crystalline Rocks 6 
Geode  7 
Modern Cut Antler 1 
Conglomerate Rocks 3 
Fossils 1 broken into 8 
pieces 
Red Jasper  1 
Other 55 
Total 96 
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The McClellan collection contains 273 pieces of rock.  Of these 273 pieces, 177 (64.8%) 
are lithics, the remaining 96 (35.16%) pieces in the collection are miscellaneous stones, but are 
not artifacts.  This does show that the collector was not only interested in collecting artifacts.  It 
would be useful to compare this data to other private collections in order to see if this is a trend 
among “weekend collectors.”  While the amount of informal chipped stone tools/ flakes in the 
collection seems small, I wanted to test these amounts to Crow Canyon’s results.  Ortman’s 
analysis of all artifact counts and percentages from Yellow Jacket can be found online on the 
Crow Canyon website.  For my analysis I only used the data from Crow Canyon’s collection that 
could be compared to the McClellan Collection.  Table 9 shows the counts and percentages of 
lithics for both collections. 
Table 9:  Counts and Percentages of Lithics, McClellan Collection and Crow Canyon. 
McClellan Collection: Crow Canyon Collection 
Artifact Category: N: % Artifact Category: N: % 
Informal Chipped Stone 
Tools 
15 8.47 Informal Chipped Stone 
Tools 
175 1.07 
Core 
 
5 2.82 Core 
 
112 0.69 
Polishing Stone 
 
1 0.56 Polishing Stone 
 
51 0.31 
Ground Stone 
 
1 0.56 Ground Stone 
 
527 3.23 
Chipped Stone Debris 155 87.57 Chipped Stone Debris 15,472 94.70 
Total: 177 100 Total: 16,337 100 
 
 The table above clearly shows that chipped stone debris is the most collected artifact in 
both collections (of those that were comparable to the McClellan collection). Chi-Square test 7, 
tests the difference of ceramics, chipped stone debris, and other stone tools in the collections- 
essentially the difference between all comparable artifacts found in the collections. 
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 Ho: There will not be a significant difference between the total amount of comparable 
artifacts in the McClellan collection and the Crow Canyon collection. 
 Ha: There will be a significant difference between the total amount of comparable 
artifacts in the McClellan collection and the Crow Canyon collection.   
Chi-Square 7: Ceramics, Chipped Stone Debris, Other Stone Tools: 
Type McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Ceramics 577 66,034 66,611 
Chipped Stone 
Debris 
155 15,472 15,627 
Other Stone Tools 20 865 885 
Total 752 82,371 83,123 
 
Results: 
 Chi-Square: 20.554     Yates Chi-Square: 18.936 
 df: 2 
p-value: 0.00003442     Yates p-value: 0.00007729 
These results show that there is a significant difference between the ceramics, chipped 
stone debris, and other stone tools in the collections. This difference can also be seen in Table 10 
which shows the total amount and percentage of all artifacts found in the McClellan collection 
compared to the same found in Crow Canyon’s.  I only included the artifacts from Crow 
Canyon’s database that were comparable to the McClellan collection. Again, Crow Canyon’s 
complete dataset can be found online.  
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Table 10: Total Count and Percentage of Artifacts, McClellan Collection and Crow 
Canyon’s Collection. 
 
McClellan 
Collection 
Crow 
Canyon’s 
Collection 
Artifact Category: N: % N: % 
Plain Gray Ware 110 14.58 1,152 1.72 
Corrugated Ware 82 10.88 40,641 60.75 
White Ware 284 37.67 24,101 36.03 
Red Ware 101 13.40 138 0.21 
Informal Chipped Stone 
Tools 
170 22.55 175 0.26 
Core 5 0.66 112 0.17 
Polishing Stone 1 0.13 51 0.08 
Ground Stone 1 0.13 527 0.78 
Total 754 100.00 66,897 100.00 
  
The table above, as well as the Chi-Square tests conducted in this chapter, show clear and 
distinct differences between the two collections.  Crow Canyon’s collection fulfills the 
expectations one would have about artifact type, form, and distribution. For example, the 
collection supports other data from the Northern San Juan Region for permanent year-round 
habitation.  This is borne out by professional interpretations.  Ortman’s report states that “at both 
Castle Rock and Woods Canyon pueblos, sherds from corrugated jars are most common, 
followed by sherds from white ware bowls, and then by sherds from white ware jars. This 
suggests that the Yellow Jacket pottery assemblage resulted from a set of domestic activities that 
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produced sherds of various wares and forms at a relatively consistent rate across habitation sites” 
(Ortman 2003).   Testing the data from the McClellan collection against Crow Canyon’s shows 
that the collector did have a preference for some artifacts over others.  For example, the high 
amount of red ware in the collection compared to that of Crow Canyon’s collection, certainly 
shows a bias towards red ware.  The relatively low amount of corrugated jar sherds in the 
McClellan collection also shines light to the fact that the collector wasn’t simply picking up 
anything they came across.     
As seen in Table 8, there were 96 miscellaneous other stones and fossils in the collection.  
Although these are not necessarily artifacts, they do give some insight into what the collector 
found interesting enough to keep.  The fossils in the McClellan collection did not appear to be 
modified however, it is important to note that a few fossils were recovered in Crow Canyon’s 
excavations (Ortman 2003). Of the entire 273 rocks that were donated to the Heritage Center, the 
35.16% that are not artifacts can potentially be used when trying to understand other private 
collections that are sure to make it into museums in the future.  
Other Research Conducted on the McClellan Collection 
 In comparing the McClellan Collection to Ortman’s research, it is important to recognize 
that it hinges on the assumption that both collections derive from the same site.  Identifying 
sherds as local to the area is the only potential independent evidence that will provide some sort 
of provenience to the McClellan collection.  For each of the sherds, I tried to identify temper 
materials using a microscope, the temper material slides in the Heritage Center’s hands-on 
research lab, and using research done by others in the area (e.g. Breternitz 1983; Ortman 2003).  
I tested the data against Ortman’s temper analysis.  For his temper analysis, Ortman used a 
sample of white ware bowl rim bowls and corrugated jar sherds to identify temper materials 
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found in the area.  As such, I wanted to test the McClellan collection to possibly provide more 
evidence that the sherds did in fact come from the Yellow Jacket area.  According to Ortman 
(2003), he identified four temper materials in his white ware bowl rim samples; crushed 
sandstone, crushed igneous, quartz sand, and crushed sherds.  For the corrugated sample, Ortman 
used a sample of corrugated jars to identify temper materials.  For my chi-square test below, I 
only used the two materials that were found in the McClellan collection to test against Ortman’s. 
Assuming the collection was mostly collected on and around the Yellow Jacket site, I wanted to 
test my analysis to Ortman’s.  Here, my hypotheses for both white ware bowl rims and 
corrugated jar sherds include: 
 Ho:  There will not be a significant difference between the two collections, indicating that 
the artifacts did indeed come from on or near the site. 
 Ha: There will be a significant difference between the collections, potentially indicating 
the artifacts came from elsewhere. 
 
Chi-Square Test 8: White Ware Bowl Rim Temper Materials 
Temper 
Materials 
McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Crushed Pottery 30 109 139 
Crushed Igneous 1 13 14 
Quartz Sand 5 1 6 
Sandstone 8 16 24 
Unknown 40 0 40 
Total 84 139 223 
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Results: 
Chi-Square: 92.58 
Df: 4 
p-value: 0 
 
For this test, the p-value of near 0 shows that there is a significant difference between the two 
collections, which is not what was expected when testing the temper groups.  This could mean 
several things, the first that comes to mind is that in my analysis --  I could not identify 40 of the 
sherds’ temper materials, which may have certainly skewed the results of the chi-square test.  It 
could also mean that some of the materials did not come from the Yellow Jacket area, even 
though they were believed to be from that area.  Either way, it appears clear to me that more 
work on identifying the temper materials of the 40 unknown would be appropriate to understand 
the actual results of the test.  After looking at all of my white ware temper materials, even though 
much less prevalent than Ortman’s (78.4%), crushed pottery is the most prevalent temper 
material in the bowl rim collection (not including the 40 (47.6%) unknown sherds) at 35.7%.  
This area needs more research to be definitive. 
For the corrugated materials, the same pattern of significant differences occurred.  Again, 
I only tested the two materials that were found in both collections; sandstone and crushed 
igneous.  Both of these were the most prominent in Ortman’s research, and the only ones 
identified in mine. 
Chi-Square Test 9: Corrugated Temper Materials 
Temper  
Materials 
McClellan Collection Crow Canyon 
Collection 
Total 
Sandstone 44 17 61 
Crushed Igneous 34 84 118 
Total 78 101 179 
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Results: 
Chi-square: 30.689 
Df: 2 
p-value: 2.2e-7 
 
Here, again, the Ho hypothesis that the results that show similarity between the two collections is 
rejected, indicating that there are important differences in the corrugated pottery.  Such a 
difference might indicate deposits from different time periods, intersite differences in tempering 
traditions for utility wares, or that Evelyn McClellan collected from a wider area than indicated 
by her son.  Further study is indicated. A list of the temper material for all sherds is found in 
Appendix A. 
Chapter Summary and Conclusion 
I hope that the information discovered by analyzing the small collection will contribute to 
studies of private collectors as well as and their collections.  It is important to consider the effects 
private collectors have on archaeological interpretations of sites and regions.  My analysis of the 
McClellan collection is valuable to researchers because it can provide baseline data when 
interpreting collector bias from other private collections.  The collection also has educational 
value since it can be used by interpreters, students and researchers to aid in artifact identification. 
Private collections are important because they may contain valuable artifacts that may yield new 
information about the past.   
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Chapter 5: 
Land Management and Archaeological Values 
 
It is important to understand the role of public outreach, education, and collaboration 
between the public and professional archaeologists.  MT County has diverse recreational and 
cultural heritage tourism opportunities for the public.  Professionals aim to help protect the 
fragile archaeological record through outreach and education.  Within this discussion, I will 
include case studies that present ethical concerns about preservation and management strategies.  
Another aspect of this chapter will present a look at the ‘value’ of archaeology.  I will discuss 
Lipe’s (2009) six archaeological resource values and give examples of how they benefit the 
public, specifically in MT County.  
Public Outreach, Education, and Collaboration 
The importance of public outreach, education, and collaboration cannot be taken lightly.  
For years, archaeologists have been engaged with private landowners and collectors (e.g. Fisher 
et al. 2015; Pitblado 2014a).  In fact, as mentioned in Chapter 1 of this paper, Yellow Jacket 
Pueblo was discovered by a private landowner who thought it was his responsibility to reach out 
to archaeologists about his discovery (Lange et al. 1988).  Legal and ethical antiquities codes 
established in 1996 by the Society for American Archaeology (SAA) address stewardship, 
accountability, commercialization, public education and outreach, intellectual property, public 
reporting and publication, records and preservation, and training and resources (SAA 1996), thus 
making the responsibility of professional archaeologists to reach out and responsibly engage with 
artifact collectors and the general public.  There is still some opposition about working with 
private collectors and educating the public, mainly due to worry about ethical issues, looting and 
commercialization (e.g. Pitblado 2014a; Connolly 2015).  However, I agree with Bonnie Pitblado 
and Michael Shott (2015), that collaboration and education is the right direction for the discipline 
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of archaeology.  Not only will it help “improve collectors’ practice”, but it will also “promote the 
preservation of the record that we all profess to serve” (Shott and Pitblado 2015b:11).  
Participation between archaeologists, indigenous groups, and the public has been gaining 
popularity in contemporary archaeology. Archaeologists involved with Cultural Resource 
Management (CRM), and particularly federal archaeologists complying with NAGPRA or other 
federal mandates, are required to consult with local parties affected by the project, or those with 
interest.  Here, it is important to distinguish between consultation and collaboration.  
Consultation involves “legal mandates, procedural steps, and compliance” (Silliman 2008:7).  
Collaboration on the other hand, emphasizes “social relationships, joint decision-making, 
equitable communication, mutual respect and ethics” (Silliman 2008:7). As is implicit in this 
definition, collaboration can be seen as a form of advocacy, which may not be seen in 
consultation (Rossen 2006).  Essentially, collaborative indigenous archaeologists or community 
archaeologists, recognize that “the collaborative relationship entails more than academics and 
professionalism, it also involves personal and cultural interactions with often poignant political 
consequences” (Silliman 2008).  
 The collaboration between archaeologists and the public is sometimes called “community 
archaeology” (Marshall 2002).  According to Marshall, community archaeology, in some way 
has always been with us.  “People have always engaged with the past in the process of 
establishing meaning in the present, and they routinely incorporate objects and places associated 
with remembered or imagined past events into the narratives that create and sustain them as 
communities” (Marshall 2002:212).  The premise of community archaeology is giving at least 
partial control of a project to the local community.  Marshall’s (2002) proposes that community 
archaeology should aspire to be part of the core ideals of archaeological practice.  Crow Canyon 
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Archaeological Center and the AHC (to some extent) promote these ideals in their day-to-day 
business.  Marshall builds on the outline Moser et al. (2002) present for the development of 
community archaeology.  There are seven components that community members should be 
involved in: devising research questions or areas of interest, setting up a project, field practices, 
data collection, analysis, storage, dissemination, and public presentation.   
 As Marshall notes (2002:215), it is important that community archaeology be viewed as 
important to academic research. However, many archaeologists do not want to take the time, or 
give up the control that sometimes comes along with community archaeology. Management and 
public presentation are a major component of community archaeology, as well as the 
development of heritage tourism.  Heritage tourism generally aims to put money into the hands 
of local people, rather than multinational corporations.  It is typically sensitive to the needs and 
interests of the local people, however, that is not necessarily the case.   
 Marshall argues that although these are aspects of community archaeology, it is more 
than just this.  He claims that community archaeology is “a specific approach to all aspects of 
archaeological practice and looks to transform the nature of our discipline in fundamental ways” 
(Marshall 2002:214).  Another important aspect of community archaeology is that it aims to 
bring together some of the increasingly numerous experiences of archaeologists working closely 
with communities all over the world.   
 With this approach to archaeology, archaeologists begin by identifying the site or sites 
where they want to work, or where they are asked to help by the community. Communities 
develop because of a shared interest in those sites.  According to Marshall, two types of 
communities emerge in this context.  The first of which is a community made up of people who 
live locally, either on or close to the site.  These people have a relationship to the place and 
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should be involved with the process affecting research at that location (such as the community at 
Indian Camp Ranch discussed later in this chapter).  The second type of community that can tend 
to emerge come from the descendants who can or choose to trace descent from the people who 
once lived at or near the site.  These types of communities do not have to be exclusive and often 
overlap (Marshall 2002:216).   
 Sometimes, as Marshall points out, the community picks the archaeologist that they want 
to conduct research at the site. Marshall claims “community archaeology represents an 
opportunity to enrich our discipline. It allows us to ask questions of the past that we may not 
have otherwise considered, to see archaeological remains in a new light, and to think about how 
the past informs the present.  Community archaeology is the only way that indigenous people, 
descendant communities and other local interest groups will be able to own the pasts 
archaeologists are employed to create” (Marshall 2002:216).  
Ethics and Artifact Collecting 
 As previously mentioned, the SAA adopted the eight Principles of Archaeological Ethics 
in 1996, altering the relationship between professional archaeologists and their subject in 
fundamental ways.  The Executive Board strongly endorses these principles and urges their use 
by all archaeologists "in negotiating the complex responsibilities they have to archaeological 
resources, and to all who have an interest in these resources or are otherwise affected by 
archaeological practice” (Lynott and Wylie 1995:8- italics mine).  Of the eight principles, 
Pitblado (2014a) argues that “stewardship” and “commercialization” have led some 
archaeologists to avoid collaborative relationships with collectors.  However, in her essay in 
American Antiquity (2014a:386), she argues that these principles do not need to be interpreted as 
a “condemnation of archaeologist-collector collaboration”.  It is important to look at these 
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arguments before discussing the rest of the principles promoting collaboration and public 
education.  
 Stewardship, as defined by the SAA: 
 The archaeological record, that is, in situ archaeological material and sites, 
archaeological collections, records and reports, is irreplaceable. It is the responsibility of 
all archaeologists to work for the long-term conservation and protection of the 
archaeological record by practicing and promoting stewardship of the archaeological 
record. Stewards are both caretakers of and advocates for the archaeological record for 
the benefit of all people; as they investigate and interpret the record, they should use the 
specialized knowledge they gain to promote public understanding and support for its 
long-term preservation (SAA). (Italics mine) 
 
Obviously, this relates to the question of “who owns the past?” Can anyone truly own the 
past?  As Pitblado (2014a:387) points out, “We all own the past; none of us own the past; 
descendant populations own the past…yet in a philosophical world they are not mutually 
exclusive.  We can all own an abstract past and at the same time none of us do.”  It is the 
responsibility of archaeologists to try to preserve and promote knowledge of the past and, as part 
of this responsibility--and depending on how one interprets the SAA’s principle of stewardship-- 
private collectors/landowners should be considered and encouraged to share their interpretations 
of the record as well as share their artifacts or knowledge of a site with interested archaeologists 
or museums. It is important to “deal with the reality of private collections and make serious 
efforts to preserve the artifacts and contextual information they possess” (Shott and Pitblado 
2015a:12).   
As mentioned earlier, according to Federal law, it is not illegal for private landowners to 
collect, even excavate sites on their property.  I personally know several people in the Four 
Corners area with one or more sites on their property, and all of them have collected materials 
from these sites.  Some have also excavated and essentially made the kiva or pithouse their 
“own”.  Some of their collections are on display inside their homes; some artifacts are in boxes 
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in sheds.  I have found that these people feel that they are stewards of their land.  They share 
their finds with visitors, usually with enthusiasm.  According to Breternitz (2000:211), “there is 
an unknown, but no doubt vast, amount of archaeological resources that are unrecorded on 
private land holdings in the MVR.”  Some private landowners think that if they tell government 
officials or archaeologists about sites on their property, their land will be ceased for research. 
There are known cases of farmers in the area plowing over sites so that this cannot happen 
(Breternitz 2000).  In reality, this is not the case.  In the United States, the government cannot 
seize private property containing archaeological sites; there are however specific state laws 
associated with burials found on private property.  In Colorado, state law pertaining to the 
discovery of unmarked human graves (24-80-1302) requires: 
examination of the remains within 48 hours of notification to determine if the remains are 
of forensic value.  The preferred treatment option for all inadvertent discoveries of human 
remains and associated funerary objects is in situ preservation, if the remains are not 
under imminent or anticipated threat of disturbance. If the safety of the remains is 
threatened or if the remains are discovered on private land and the landowner requests 
that the remains be moved, then the State Archaeologist, the Executive Secretary of 
CCIA, and the Chairman or a designated representative of at least one of the two 
Colorado Ute Tribes will by a consensus, develop a plan of action for the removal of the 
human remains and any associated funerary objects (CO SHPO). 
  
According to this law, there is some protection to sites containing human remains, which may 
include removal of the burial and funerary objects; however, the land is not taken from the 
private landowner by the government.   
Case Study: Archaeological ‘Stewardship’ at Indian Camp Ranch 
 
In Cortez approximately 20 miles south of Yellow Jacket Pueblo, 20 miles west of Mesa 
Verde National Park and adjacent to Canyon of the Ancients National Monument and Crow 
Canyon Archaeological Center lays a new subdivision focusing on the stewardship or 
preservation of Ancestral Puebloan ruins.  Indian Camp Ranch (ICR) is a 1,200 acre ranch 
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privately owned by Archie Hanson (Romeo 2015).  A long- time California real-estate 
developer, Hanson purchased this land west of Cortez, then commissioned an archaeological 
survey before sub-dividing the property in 1989. Jerry Fettermand of Woods Canyon 
Archaeological Consultants identified 210 Ancestral Puebloan ruins, which is the densest 
concentration in recorded in Colorado (Romeo 2015). The Indian Camp Ranch Archaeological 
District was designated to the National Register of Historic Places and the Colorado State 
Register of Historic Properties on March 28, 2012 (http://www.icrhoa.org/index.php).   
Feeling responsible to preserve the sites, Hanson wrote up his own rules (which can be 
found on the Indian Camp Ranch Homeowners Association website: 
http://www.icrhoa.org/covenants-rules.php).  These rules govern how buyers are expected to 
protect the Ancestral Puebloan sites, even though this is not required by Colorado or Federal law.  
Each 35 acre parcel contains at least one site, some contain as many 17.  The Hansons, with the 
help of Crow Canyon Archaeologists, have excavated an entire Puebloan Village on their 
property, and, as the handful of people I know with sites on their lands, made this village their 
“own.”  In fact, one of the members who helped excavate showed reporter Mark Romeo a tower.  
Romeo (2015), reports that the ‘handyman’ stated “We put a loft in there for shits and giggles.”  
Hanson replied, “its great fun to think that you can have your own ruin.  I wouldn’t do it if I 
couldn’t have fun with it.”  This outlook brings up some ethical concerns; how is this protecting 
the archaeological record?  But, as Breternitz (2000), and Mark Varien, executive vice president 
of Crow Canyon Archaeological Center, among many other archaeologists in the area, know that 
there are looters who continue to destroy archaeological sites on both private and public land all 
around the MVR.  So, this archaeological preserve, while not perfect, is a comparatively better 
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way to protect the archaeological record when situated on private land (Romeo 2015, Lipe 
Personal Communication September 2016). 
Not all of the landowners at Indian Camp Ranch consider the sites on their properties 
their “own”.  One of Hanson’s neighbors at ICR, Jane Dillard, has allowed Crow Canyon 
archaeologists to excavate on her property for long periods of time.  Excavations conducted by 
Crow Canyon costs a landowner nothing; however, strict excavation protocols are implemented.  
Sites excavated by Crow Canyon are also typically refilled in order to help protect and preserve 
the site for posterity.  Archaeologists discovered a Great Kiva on Dillard’s property that contrasts 
in scale to the restored village on Hanson’s land.  The Great Kiva, which dates to the 
Basketmaker III period (AD 500-750), most likely functioned as a community center- much like 
the Great Kiva found at Yellow Jacket Pueblo.  Excavation of the Great Kiva on Dillard’s land 
was conducted over a period of four seasons by Crow Canyon archaeologists and closely 
supervised members of the public-from middle school kids to senior citizens-who were 
participating in Crow Canyon’s educational programs (Romeo 2015).  PBS also has also 
produced a short clip about the excavations done at the Dillard Site, which further promoted 
public outreach and education.  This three minute clip can be found on the PBS website, under 
Crow Canyon Field School. Crow Canyon’s mission statement, after all, states that the 
organization’s primary goal “is to advance and share knowledge of the human experience 
through archaeological research, education programs, and partnerships with American Indians” 
(Crow Canyon Archaeological Center 2016).   
At its roots, Indian Camp Ranch relies entirely on the cooperation and understanding of 
the landowners.  Without this, the whole premise of protection, preservation, and education 
would crumble.  Landowners can make their own decisions about what they do with their 
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property, although bound by the rules designed by Hanson.  As mentioned above, they are 
allowed to bring in professional archaeologists to help with excavations, or they are allowed to 
design amusing approximations of the past-- as seen with Archie Hanson’s recreated village.  
This subdivision, the first and only one of its kind, while maybe not perfect in its approach, may 
help to establish new ideas concerning stewardship on private property.  As Breternitz 
(2000:212) states, “A way needs to be found to record the resources on private lands.  Every real 
estate advertisement for rural property that appears in regional (MVR) papers contains land for 
sale with ‘nice Indian ruins,’ and these sites need to be incorporated into the state database.”  It is 
possible that some of the principles found at Indian Camp Ranch will encourage new and old 
landowners to be stewards of the archaeological sites on their property. 
Principle 3 of the SAA’s ethics: Commercialization 
 The idea of collaborating with the artifact- collecting public does have some 
archaeologists worried that items with scientific value may be sold for profit (Pitblado 2014a, 
Pitblado 2014b; Fisher et al. 2015; Cox 2015; Goebel 2015).  Ted Goebel (2015:29) has 
“recently noticed a new trend among some collectors; inviting archaeologists to study, publish 
on, and exhibit their collections for the purpose of increasing their value on the artifact market.” 
Others worry that making information about the location of archaeological sites available to the 
public will increase the amount of looting and commercialization of those sites (e.g. Connolly 
2015, Goebel 2015). 
In the MVR there are large areas of public land.  Because of the remoteness and lack of 
resources, it is pretty much impossible to monitor everywhere all the time.  One of the reasons 
Indian Camp Ranch has been perceived by archaeologists as a positive example of stewardship is 
the fact that before the land was bought by Archie Hanson in 1989, it was subject to heavy 
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looting.  Collectors brought in heavy machinery to dig up sites on the land in search of 
‘valuables’ (Romeo 2015).   
Case Study: Preservation Issues and Looting at Canyon of the Ancients National 
Monument  
 
Canyon of the Ancients National Monument (CANM) in southwestern Colorado, just 
west of Cortez and south of Yellow Jacket Pueblo, is managed by BLM and contains more than 
6,000 archaeological sites in its 175,000 acres (Figure 3).  Some areas contain up to 100 sites per 
square mile.  There are few roads into the monument, which limits vehicle traffic.  The few roads 
that do lead into the monument are rough and require four-wheel drive.  Most of the sites in this 
“outdoor museum” are unpublished and usually not clearly visible.  The monument is open to 
foot traffic and there are some trails with signs. However, the BLM encourages visitors to stop in 
at the AHC (Monument headquarters) before heading into the Monument (AHC 2016).  The 
Heritage Center offers hands on exhibits and contains artifacts from the DAP among other 
professional and private collections (e.g. the Don McClellan collection used in this research) 
from around the region.     
The size of the Monument and lack of vehicle access make it difficult to monitor all 
activity in CANM.  The BLM does host a site stewardship program in which volunteers monitor 
sites and report vandalism and looting.  This program is discussed later in the chapter.   In 2009, 
an article about the heavy looting in CANM was published in the Four Corners Free Press 
(FCFP).  LouAnn Jacobson, the land manager of CANM in 2009, told Gail Binkly of FCFP that 
heavy looting occurred often in the Monument.  Vast quantities of Black-on-White pottery 
sherds have disappeared on the surface sites as the Monument gained popularity.  Some of this 
may be due to the fact that it is everywhere in the Monument, and visitors often incorrectly 
assume that there is no harm in taking a sherd or two as a souvenir.  However, looting for 
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Figure 3: Map of Canyons of the Ancients National Monument (BLM)
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commercialization is also an issue (Binkly 2009).  
In 2008, looters heavily excavated a site on the Monument that was listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places.   Archaeologist Linda Farnsworth, now retired, said there have been 
at least a half-dozen serious incidents of pot-hunting since she began working for the monument 
in August 2005. “These were the sort where there was really severe, extensive damage,” she 
said. “There are also probably a dozen smaller incidents every year. It keeps us pretty busy” 
(Binkly 2009).  While I was conducting my research at the AHC in the fall of 2014, there were at 
least nine different unsolved ARPA violation cases in the works.  While the collections were not 
necessarily taken from CANM, they were serious cases involving looting and commercialization 
of artifacts, mostly ceramic pots and jars. 
Commercialization as defined in the Principles created by the SAA states: 
The Society for American Archaeology has long recognized that the buying and 
selling of objects out of archaeological context is contributing to the destruction 
of the archaeological record on the American continents and around the world. 
The commercialization of archaeological objects - their use as commodities to be 
exploited for personal enjoyment or profit - results in the destruction of 
archaeological sites and of contextual information that is essential to 
understanding the archaeological record. Archaeologists should therefore 
carefully weigh the benefits to scholarship of a project against the costs of 
potentially enhancing the commercial value of archaeological objects. Whenever 
possible they should discourage, and should themselves avoid, activities that 
enhance the commercial value of archaeological objects, especially objects that 
are not curated in public institutions, or readily available for scientific study, 
public interpretation, and display” (SAA). 
 
Pitblado (2014a:389) points out that this Principle “is nuanced and neither states nor 
implies that archaeologists must decline to study artifacts if doing so will increase their market 
value.”  She uses an example from 2009 where an archaeologist (Barbara Purdy) was approached 
by a collector who stated up front that he wanted to sell the artifact for as much as he possibly 
could.  The artifact, which happened to be a mammoth engraved in bone, was a “rare, one-of-a-
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kind artifact” (Pitblado 2014a:389).  Purdy knew that if the artifact was real, it would be the 
oldest known portable art in North America, so she assembled a team of a dozen archaeologists 
test the authenticity of the find.  Their research revealed that the artifact was in fact authentic, 
and she asked the collector if she could cast the engraving.  The research team made 11 replicas 
of the artifact that were used for further research published in The Journal of Archaeological 
Science (Purdy et al. 2011).  
At first glance it may appear that Purdy and her team violated the SAA’s ethical code (by 
conducting scientific tests that authenticated the artifact which increased its value). Pitblado 
(2014a:390) states that in her “cost-benefit analysis of the situation, as counseled by SAA’s 
Principle 2, is that the collector’s ultimate financial gain neither negates nor outweighs the 
intellectual gains that archaeologists and the public have reaped through study of the artifact.”  
Essentially, “the artifact was going to remain in private hands either way; studying it yielded a 
win for archaeology…” (Pitblado 2014a:390)  A point that Pitblado wants to make very clear, is 
that she is not advocating this tactic for every archaeologist-collector interaction that could 
commercialize artifacts, but rather she is pushing for archaeologists to “embrace the SAA’s 
suggestion to that they carefully weigh ethically sticky cases, rather than assuming that a 
collector’s financial gain (or mere possession of an object) is necessarily archaeology’s loss and 
that collaboration must therefore never proceed” (Pitblado 2014a:390).     
Ted Goebel, a professor at Texas A & M focused on the peopling of the New World, 
argues against collaborating with artifact collectors because he claims that many collectors have 
“crossed the line from innocent amateur to commercializing the archaeological record”, which 
has created a distrust between archaeologists and artifact collectors (Goebel 2015:29).  He argues 
that “just the possibility that some part of a ‘private’ collection could have originated from public 
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lands or an illegal dig should keep professionals from interacting with collectors” (Goebel 
2015:29).  He claims his distrust is a “product of working in the American West, almost 
exclusively on public lands. [He] has seen too many cases of destructive, illegal collecting, and 
way too few ‘unspoiled’ sites not impacted by collectors” (Goebel 2015:29).  He has also 
witnessed collectors “fabricating their finds--either concealing an artifact’s true provenience or 
passing off a newly knapped piece as an original” (Goebel 2015:29).  These worries are certainly 
valid and do need to be considered when collaborating with artifact collectors. 
On the other hand, based on personal experience working with over 100 private 
collectors, Bonnie Pitblado (2014a:389) concludes that “only rarely does an archaeologist’s input 
inflate and artifact’s value and lead to its sale.” Furthermore, she claims that, even in a “worst-
case scenario where professional input does promote commercialization, archaeology may still 
be better off for the professional-collector interaction” (Pitblado, 2014a).   
 According to Don McClellan, he donated his mother’s collection to the AHC because of 
the potential for academic research or public education (Personal Communication Spring 2015). 
However, if Don came into the Heritage Center intending to have archaeologists identify and 
authenticate the artifacts in order to sell them (which I am certain they would refuse to do), I do 
not believe my research on this small collection of pottery sherds, lithics, and miscellaneous 
rocks would have any impact on the monetary value of the collection.   
 As previously mentioned, the SAA has set out seven ethical Principles.  Above I have 
discussed Principle’s 1 and 3, and I hope to have shown that they do not necessarily suggest that 
archaeologists should not work with public artifact collectors.  The other five principles more 
directly speak to collaboration, outreach and educating the public.  These principles can be found 
in Appendix B.  These ethical guidelines encourage collaboration with the public.  That includes 
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dealing with the proclivity of members of the public wishing to collect artifacts at a range of 
scales.  
The ‘Value’ of Archaeology  
As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, tourism feeds the economy in MT County.  
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the county has a total of 2,040 square miles, of which 
there is 2,029 square miles of land, and 11 square miles of water.  It is large county, with land 
ownership of the area divided roughly 1/3 of  tribal land, 1/3 federal land (administered by the 
National Park Service, the United States Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management), 
and 1/3 private, state, or county land.  An important facet of the tourism industry in MT County 
is the focus on cultural heritage. According to the Michigan State University Museum website:  
Heritage tourism encompasses elements of living culture, history, and natural history of 
place that community’s value and steward for the future. These elements are very specific 
to a community or region and can contribute to pride, stability, growth, and economic 
development.  Heritage and culture are especially critical in rural settings.  
 
Some of the cultural resources located within the borders of MT County are found at Canyon of 
the Ancients National Monument, Mesa Verde National Park, Hovenweep, the AHC, and the Ute 
Mountain Tribal Park. Cultural resources refer to a range of historic properties along with 
cultural celebrations, religious activities, art, and craft traditions, and associated artifacts and 
documents (King 2008:5-9).  Archaeological sites are just one type of resource within this group.  
The “value that people attach to the different categories of these resources is culturally specific, 
and the preservation actions of individual governments and ethnic groups reflect these values” 
(Green 2009:375).   
Cultural resources can also include ‘Traditional Cultural Properties’ (TCP), which by 
definition may include “a local community’s subsistence and resource gathering areas, places 
where significant community celebrations are held, and religious sites” (Green 2009:376).  
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Archaeological sites can also be considered a traditional cultural property because they may be 
part of a larger landscape rooted with cultural meaning and significance.  “The landscapes of 
mesas and mountains hold historic, cultural, and religious significance to the indigenous peoples 
of the western United States” (Green 2009:376).  In fact, the distinction between cultural and 
natural resources can be unclear and is not made by all societies of the world (Green 2009). It 
could be argued that the entire MT County could be considered a cultural and historical TCP.  
Much of the landscape on and surrounding Mesa Verde and CANM is considered sacred to 
Native American groups, and the history of bean farming has deep roots in the community.   
 The value of the archaeological and historical sites in the MVR has both scientific and 
humanistic value.  Green states (2009:377), “Archaeologists and other scientists are typically 
more interested in the scientific or informational value of the archaeological sites, but many 
individual people, ethnic groups, and countries of the world are more interested in the humanistic 
values of the sites.”  Assignment of value “depends on particular socially and historically 
developed contexts of frames of references…as well as taking into account the particular 
intrinsic characteristics of the property and … having confidence in the property’s 
authenticity.”(Lipe 2009:43).  According to William Lipe (2009:41), “archaeological resource 
values include preservation, research, cultural heritage, education, aesthetics, and economics.”  
These values are not exclusive of each other and often overlap.  Below, I briefly discuss the 
values, as defined by Lipe (2009) and share examples of value-based management in MT 
County.   
Value of Preservation 
The National Historic Preservation Act (1966) and the National Environmental Protection 
Act (1970) are federal laws that paved the way for the development of cultural resource 
management in the early 1970s (King 2008).  Cultural resource management is typically used by 
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archaeologists to refer to archaeology conducted in response to state and federal laws (Green 
2009).  The historic preservation movement evolved around the idea that “preserving historic 
properties can ensure that their values remain publicly accessible over a long-term future” (Lipe 
2009:42).  Preservation itself can be viewed as a value and a benefit.  It opens the door for 
research, public education, heritage, and other value-based public benefits. 
 One of the public benefits that Lipe mentions is the role of volunteers in site preservation.  
He claims “volunteers can find an engagement with preservation personally rewarding and often 
can influence attitudes in their communities in favor of protecting sites from looting and 
vandalism” (Lipe 2009:47).  BLM offers “site stewardship” program that allows volunteers to 
help monitor archaeological sites in eight western states and some eastern states.  Volunteers are 
trained to monitor sites for vandalism, looting and natural deterioration, as well as learn how to 
survey and map sites.  According to the BLM website, “once volunteers become interested, often 
they become enthusiasts, and give long hours to the program” (BLM 2009). 
 In Southwest Colorado, site stewards monitor BLM lands within Canyon of the Ancients 
National Monument. The program is sponsored by the San Juan Mountains Association and the 
Southwest Colorado cultural site stewardship program (BLM 2009).  In September 2016, the 
AHC had 47 site stewards signed up as volunteers. There are also 68 volunteers who volunteer at 
the Heritage Center in curation, at the front desk and museum book store, or as gardeners (David 
Kill, Personal Communication September 2016). 
Earlier in the chapter I discussed the preservation and stewardship at Indian Camp Ranch.  
I contacted Professor William “Bill” Lipe, Professor Emeritus at Washington State University, 
via email (September 2016) about his thoughts on the preservation values at the Ranch.  My 
concern was the fact that the landowners in the subdivision, including developer Archie Hanson, 
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were excavating sites on their properties and modifying them as they see fit.  Lipe mentioned 
that although he recently heard that a landowner invited a pothunter with a backhoe onto his 
property to loot the largest Pueblo period site on the property so they could split the income from 
selling the pots, he still sees ICR development to be positive. He stated: “Most of the landowners 
at ICR don’t have interest in paying archaeologists to dig sites on their property.  Most seem 
happy to act like preservationists.  Overall it seems to me that Archie’s vision of setting up an 
archaeological preserve has been more positive than negative, regardless of some imperfections 
in how the vision has been implemented” (Lipe Personal Communication 2016).  In terms of the 
value, it appears as though landowners at this property value their own preservation efforts, 
enjoy the aesthetic value of sites and artifacts found on their land, connect to the cultural heritage 
values, as well as benefit from the economic value of pot hunting on their private land.  
Research Value 
 Archaeologists, as well as avocational archaeologists, other scientists, and historians are 
especially interested in the informational and research value of archaeological sites and 
collections (Green 2009).  Inferences about the past that researchers produce “are the principal 
source of broader public understandings of the archaeologically based history and the source of 
the practice of archaeology” (Lipe 2009:49).  It is important that the public understands the value 
of archaeological research.  This is done through the dissemination of information in books, 
journals, and on the Internet, as well as in museums.  The research and informational value of 
archaeological sites is probably the best known, best understood, and most well accepted value 
(Lipe 1978). 
 So what is the value of researching the small McClellan collection?  As I have 
mentioned, it has given insight to collector biases and may contribute to our understanding of 
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how private collectors impact archaeological sites, in this case Yellow Jacket Pueblo.  That is the 
subject of the next chapter. 
Cultural Heritage Value 
 According to Lipe (1984:4-6): 
Artifacts and historic properties have great power to symbolize and represent the past, at 
least in part because they provide a physical, tangible link between the past and the 
present…this knowledge can come from formal archaeological or historic research, or it 
can come from traditional sources such as oral traditions. 
 
 The tangible link between the past and the present allows people experience and relate 
directly to their history (or the history of others) and can provide a sense of identity to nations 
and ethnic groups that share histories or presumed histories (Green 2009).   
Other than this sense of identity, the value of Cultural Heritage can also be tied economic 
values.  Cultural Heritage Tourism is becoming popular around the world. Mesa Verde National 
Park located within MT County, is a World Heritage Site, a designation granted by UNESCO to 
preserve and protect the cultural and national heritage of certain international sites. The park 
itself was established in 1906 and protects around 5,000 archaeological sites, including 600 cliff 
dwellings. It is the first national park set aside to preserve the works of humankind. People from 
all around the world come to marvel at these sites (NPS).  In fact, more than 547,000 people 
visited Mesa Verde in 2015 (Office of Tourism NPS).  Mesa Verde has been selected the number 
one historic monument in the world by readers of Condé Nast Traveler, and was chosen by 
National Geographic Traveler as one of the 50 Places of a Lifetime – The World's Greatest 
Destinations (Colorado Tourism Office 2016).  One report claims that nearly $55.4 million 
tourist dollars were spent in local communities in 2015 (CBS Denver 2016).  Mesa Verde 
promotes cultural heritage values as well as promotes the economy in the area.   
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Educational Value 
 As with research value and aesthetic value, the educational value of the archaeological 
record lies in its usefulness to interest people in the past.  “Direct contact with archaeological 
sites and artifacts helps people visualize some aspects of past human life and experience a sense 
of connection to that of the past” (Lipe 2009:58).  Crow Canyon Archaeological Research Center 
and Lodge provides educational experiences to those who enjoy ‘hands on’ archaeology. This 
unique facility provides students and adults with no prior experience to participate in research 
and educational programs.  People from around the United States and from other countries come 
here to work with southwestern archaeologists and educators.  All participants receive hands-on 
field experience and also work in the research laboratory.  Lodging for participants is provided 
on the Crow Canyon Archaeological Center’s campus (www.crowcanyon.org).  This educational 
value of this ‘hands on’ approach may help participants construct new perceptions of the past, or 
simply reinforce their preconceptions (Lipe 2009). 
Aesthetic Value 
 A high aesthetic value is often placed on archaeological sites, especially those with 
standing architecture or unusual features (Green 2009).   For example, the structures left behind 
by the Ancestral Puebloans include standing stone walls, towers, and kivas located in beautiful 
canyons, offering an aesthetic experience to the past which is easily visible to the public.   This 
can add to the cultural heritage experience and value mentioned above.  The visible link to the 
past can certainly amplify the experience at places such as Mesa Verde and Canyon of the 
Ancients National Monument (for example).   
 Another aspect of this aesthetic value ties to the economic value that motivates some 
artifact collectors.  As Lipe (2009:57) shares, “undocumented excavation focused on acquiring 
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visually pleasing objects for the digger’s private collection or for the antiquities market almost 
always compromises archaeological research values, and it may damage heritage, educational, 
and economic values as well.”  In terms of this research, the small collection was tested against 
Crow Canyon’s collection to determine if there was bias towards eye-catching, aesthetically 
pleasing artifacts.  The results in the next chapter will show that there was indeed a bias towards 
these types of artifacts.  Collector motives were discussed in the previous chapter.   
Economic Value 
 In terms of positive economic values, sites serve as tourist attractions promote cultural 
heritage and education.  “For archaeological sites that have appeal as tourist attractions, the lure 
of the aesthetic and the authentic enhances direct public engagement with archaeological values” 
(Lipe 2009:61).  Lipe continues, “Archaeological tourism can make, and in many cases has 
made, a significant contribution to public appreciation of archaeology and cultural heritage and 
to public support for archaeological resource management.”  Tourism is not the only economic 
value associated with archaeological sites.  Lipe mentions that, in some areas CRM, colleges and 
universities, museums, and independent research and educational organizations (such as Crow 
Canyon Archaeological Center and the AHC) “are significant sources of local employment” 
(Lipe 2009:61).  This is certainly true in MT County.   
Chapter Summary and Conclusions 
 This chapter stressed the importance of public outreach, education, and collaboration.  
For professional archaeologists, there are legal and ethical codes mandating these 
responsibilities.  Sections 106/110 of the NHPA and the Ethical Principles laid out by the Society 
of American Archaeologists explicitly address consultation and public outreach.   Some 
archaeologists are hesitant to collaborate with the public, especially artifact collectors, for the 
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fear of adding monetary value to collections.  There is also a worry about an increase in looting 
and vandalism if site locations are given to the public (Connolly 2015, Goebel 2015).    Others 
argue that collaboration with the public and increased education will add intrinsic value to the 
archaeological record and will in turn help with site preservation and management (e.g. Pitblado 
2014a).  
 Archaeological resource management is justified to the extent that it benefits various 
communities and, ultimately society as a whole (Lipe 2009).  Placing different variations of 
values on archaeological resources attracts different publics for different reasons.  Looking at the 
different values placed on archaeological resources, it is clear that there are positive outcomes 
affecting resource management due to an increased effort by both archaeologists and the 
interested public.  This needs to continue in order to continue to preserve and interpret 
archaeological sites.   
Educational opportunities at Crow Canyon Archaeological Center and AHC as well as 
tourism focused on cultural heritage at Mesa Verde National Park and Canyon of the Ancients 
National Monument, clearly show that a large and diverse set of publics is interested in the past.  
In exchange for public support, I agree with Lipe (2009:63), that it is the responsibility of 
archaeologists “to provide benefits to those publics in ways that optimize the use of 
nonrenewable archaeological resources over the long-term future.”  One way this can be done is 
to collaborate and engage with private collectors, as opposed to ignoring them, in order to 
understand their motives and identify bias so that their collections can aid the interpretation of 
the past.     
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Chapter 6: 
Conclusion 
 It is certain that private collectors of all spectrums have been collecting in the Four 
Corners, and around the world, for centuries or longer.  In MT County, the discovery of natural 
resources and the discovery of dry farming techniques that worked well in the area drew in 
settlers in the late 1800s.  It can be assumed that they were drawn there for the same reason 
Native American’s were-- the natural beauty, resources, and environmental diversity.  The 
Ancestral Puebloans had a major impact on the landscape during their height in the area late 
1100s through 1300 AD.  Pressured by prolonged drought, strife within the region, and possible 
pressure from other tribes, along with the attraction of more secure environments to the south 
and east, the Ancestral Puebloans left this place, and most of their belongings only to be 
discovered hundreds of years later (e.g. Kohler and Varien 2012).   
 Euro-American settlers arrived to the Mancos Valley in the late 1870s in search of gold 
and silver, but the Wetherill’s discovery of Cliff Palace 1888 brought forth a new type of 
exploration to the area.  Before Mesa Verde became a National Park in 1906, explorers and 
adventures visited the ruins in awe. In 1891 when Swedish scholar Nordenskiöld visited the area 
and realized a need for a more systematic way of excavation and recording so he spent his 
summer revamping the techniques (or lack of) at Mesa Verde (Cassells 1997).  Since its 
discovery, Mesa Verde has attracted visitors from around the globe to marvel at the sites left 
behind by the Ancestral Puebloans.  Today, hundreds of thousands of visitors come every year, 
supporting archaeology in the region and also the economy in southwest Colorado.   
 The constant need for water in the southwest for agricultural purposes led to the creation 
of the second largest lake in Colorado, McPhee Reservoir.  The DAP headed by Dave Breternitz 
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between 1978 and 1985, produced massive amounts of information about Ancestral Puebloan 
occupation in the greater MVR.  This research has also set baseline data from which many 
studies have arose- such as the Village Ecodynamics Project an NSF funded research project 
(Kohler and Varien 2012). The AHC was also a product of the DAP and houses most of the 
artifacts recovered from the project as well as the reports.  The BLM facility promotes research, 
education, and public outreach to MT County and beyond.   
 The AHC also houses some private donations such as the McClellan donation which was 
used for the research in this thesis.  It is clear that not all archaeologists are in favor of working 
with private collectors or amateur archaeologists. Some claim that “many collectors have crossed 
the line from innocent amateur to commercializing the archaeological record” (Goebel 2015).  
Others argue that there is a “curation crisis” across the U.S. and much of the world, which 
“involves the massive growth of systematically recovered archaeological collections in the U.S. 
since federal and state historic preservation laws were in acted in the 1960s and 1970s” (Childs 
2015) that rules out using precious curation space for collections.  
 However, these laws were created to protect these irreplaceable artifacts.  The ARPA, 
NHPA and NAGPRA laws, among others, encourage public outreach and education so that 
artifacts and human remains are treated respectfully.  The SAA’s Principles of Archaeological 
Ethics gives archaeologists eight principles that should be followed in the discipline.  These 
principles, as learned in Chapter 3 of this paper, demand collaboration, preservation, education, 
and outreach-- among other things.  Many projects have benefited from collaborating with 
private collectors (Pitblado and Shott 2015a; Cox 2015; Connolly 2015).   
The purpose of this thesis was two-fold; first, to discuss what MT County can tell us 
about cultural heritage by looking at ancient land use, modern land use, the role of collecting, 
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and the role of tourism.  Throughout this thesis I provided examples of stewardship and 
management practices that affect the archaeology in MT County.  It is important to understand 
how cultural heritage of the land has been sculpted the public’s perception of the area. 
Understanding how people identify to the area, leads to the second objective of this thesis, 
understanding collectors.  More specifically, I explored what small collections can tell us about 
collectors and the larger value of these small collections.   
In order to achieve this second goal, I researched a small private collection taken from 
around the Yellow Jacket Pueblo area.  While the exact provenance is unknown, artifact analysis 
when compared to Ortman’s findings in the Yellow Jacket area (2003) supports this claim.  
Artifacts were collected on private land owned by the McClellans and their friends in the mid-
twentieth century.  Part of the research was focused on identifying collector biases and behaviors 
that may help archaeologists incorporate private collections into museums.  The hypothesis being 
tested was that private collectors would be biased towards “eye-catching” or interesting artifacts.  
This was tested by analyzing the 577 ceramic sherds (temper, ware, form, type) following Crow 
Canyon’s guidelines and that were employed in Ortman’s research.  The chi-square tests show 
significant differences between the two collections and support the hypothesis that the collector, 
Evelyn McClellan was attracted to certain characteristics over others.   
It would certainly be interesting to use the information learned from this research to test 
other private collections. One could test other private collections against the McClellan 
collection in regards to the hypothesis that private collectors are focused on interesting, unusual, 
eye-catching artifacts.  It could be assumed that if this is the case, there would be similar ratios 
between the private collections further proving this hypothesis correct.  This could certainly 
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provide a basis for future research of private collections and help integrate private collections 
into museums--at least in if the new donations were collected in the same area.  
 It is important to realize the impacts private collectors have on professional 
archaeological findings.  Although the McClellan collection was small, it highlights collecting 
has been occurring for at least a century in the area.  How many artifacts are in private hands, 
and how does this affect the archaeological record?  As Shott and Pitblado point out (2015b:11), 
“Recurrent collecting badly biases the surface remains at a site, especially depleting the 
artifacts…that archaeologists use for chronological control.”  Shiffer (1996:116) points out that 
“in severely collected sites…the surface remains…become undesirably monotonous: a few 
small, undecorated sherds and lithic flakes.”  This research was focused on the private collectors’ 
bias, but it is certainly important to understand the impacts private collectors have on the record.  
However, understanding collector behavior and bias can also help archaeologists understand the 
disproportionate effect “pothunters” have on artifact assemblages.   
 The vast open space in the American west draws in recreationists, tourists, researchers, 
and a variety of other people wanting to explore public lands.  While there is a lack of funding 
and resources to monitor all of these lands all at once, there has been an increase in public 
education and outreach about protecting natural and human resources on these lands. For 
example, people exploring Canyon of the Ancients National Monument are encouraged to visit 
the AHC to gain an understanding of the area, as well as learn about the impacts their visit has on 
archaeology in the area.  Signs stating “Leave only footprints, take only pictures”, part of the 
Leave No Trace campaign, are prominent at trailheads in the Monument (as well as other sites in 
the West).   
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 The importance of public outreach and education cannot be understated.  Many programs 
and centers have been created to help facilitate this.  The Crow Canyon Archaeological Center 
was founded in 1983. Their mission is to “conduct long-term archaeological research into the 
Ancestral Puebloan Indians of the Southwest, with a focus on the MVR in southwest Colorado; 
and to teach the public about archaeology, history, and culture though a variety of hands-on  
experiences” (http://crowcanyon.org/about/about.asp).  The Crow Canyon Archaeological Center 
conducted research at disturbed areas of Yellow Jacket Pueblo (5MT5) and surrounding sites 
(5MT1, 2 and 3) from 1995 to 1997.  The data collected over the three field seasons has 
significantly contributed to the understanding of community centers in the MVR.   
 An increased collaboration with private collectors in the area will only help our 
understanding of the archaeological record.  Their collections are important, if not for 
preservation of the past; there are also potential research benefits.  I hope that my research has 
given insight into collector bias, to which other collections, at least from the Yellow Jacket area, 
can also be compared.  There are other archaeological values that can be derived from private 
collections, one being public education.  Why not use artifacts that do not have a provenance as 
educational tools?  Let the public identify type, ware, temper, form; use the artifacts for 
experiments; and other activities, such as fabricated excavations used to teach students 
archaeological methods.   
 Stewardship, preservation, and education are very important aspects to the future of 
archaeology.  Promoting consultation and collaboration with the public is an important step for 
the future of archaeology.  As noted, engaging with the public has provided many benefits to 
archaeologists.  It may be difficult to understand why people collect what they collect-- whether 
just for the sheer pleasure of ownership of something “cool” or to make a profit by illegally 
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collecting and selling artifacts-- but attempts should be made towards this understanding.  As 
Francis McManamon (1991) states “contemporary archaeologists must reach out to the public by 
providing them with understandable interpretations and explanations. We must do this if 
appreciation for archaeology and the importance of archaeological preservation is to grow in 
America.”  It is our duty, for the future of archaeology and the protection of the past, to engage 
with the public and collaborate with collectors.  
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APPENDIX A: 
ARTIFACT DATA 
 
# Vessel Type Ware Tradition mm thick Temper Paint Other Info 
1 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.6 
small sandstone 
inclusions with carbon 
streak 
light grey slip, mineral in 
organic medium, reddish brown 
paint 
 
2 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.4 
small sandstone 
inclusions 
light grey slip, mineral in 
organic medium, reddish brown 
paint 
 
3 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.1 
small sandstone 
inclusions 
light grey slip, mineral in 
organic medium, reddish brown 
paint 
 
4 Bowl Black on White Chapin 5.8 crushed rock 
reddish-brown tint, mineral, 
polished, no slip  
5 Bowl Black on White Chapin 4.4 sand 
polished, no slip, mineral paint, 
blackish  
6 Bowl Black on White Chapin 4 undetermined 
mineral paint, with slight white 
slip  
7 Bowl Black on White Chapin 4.4 sand 
mineral paint, with slight white 
slip, polished  
8 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.8 crushed rock organic paint, white slip 
 
9 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.2 crushed rock mineral paint, white slip 
 
10 Bowl Black on White Mancos 6.4 
fine sand, crushed 
pottery 
mineral paint, white slip 
 
11 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.7 
light grey, crushed 
pottery 
polished, no slip, organic paint 
 
12 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.3 
gray, slight carbon 
streak 
nicely polished, light gray slip, 
mineral paint  
13 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.7 
light grey, small 
sandstone inclusions 
light gray slip, polished, mineral 
paint  
14 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.4 sandy, light grey 
light grey slip, mineral in 
organic medium, lightly 
polished 
 
15 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.2 
gray, sand, some 
crushed pottery 
polished, grey slip, black 
organic paint  
16 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6 
dark grey carbon 
streak 
white slip, mineral paint 
 
18 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.5 light grey grayish-white slip, mineral paint 
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19 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 7.1 light grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
20 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.8 light grey 
white/ light grey slip, mineral 
paint  
21 Bowl Black on White Mancos 6.5 
dark grey carbon 
streak, sandstone 
gray slip, brownish black 
mineral paint  
22 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 light grey white slip, organic paint 
 
23 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 4.5 light grey white slip, organic paint 
 
24 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.4 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
25 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.8 grey 
light grey/white slip, mineral 
paint  
26 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.9 
grey with dark grey 
carbon streak 
grey slip, mineral in organic 
medium  
27 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.7 grey white slip, black organic paint 
 
28 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.8 grey white slip, black mineral paint 
 
29 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.1 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
30 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
31 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.3 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
32 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 7.6 light grey/ white white slip, mineral paint 
 
33 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 7.6 dark grey to black white slip, mineral paint 
 
34 Bowl Black on White Mancos 5.7 light grey 
grey slip, mineral in organic 
medium  
35 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6 
white with slight 
carbon streak 
white slip, organic paint 
 
36 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
37 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 light grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
38 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 light grey 
light grey/white slip, mineral 
paint  
39 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6 light grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
40 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 7.3 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
white slip, mineral paint 
 
41 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.9 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
white slip, mineral paint 
 
42 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.7 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
43 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.1 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
44 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.9 thin carbon streak white slip, mineral paint 
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45 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 light grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
46 Bowl Black on White Mancos 4.8 grey light grey slip, mineral paint 
 
47 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
48 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 6.2 dark grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
49 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 4.2 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
white slip, mineral paint 
 
50 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 4.1 light grey white slip, mineral paint repair hole 
51 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.1 grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
52 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.9 dark grey white slip, mineral paint 
 
53 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
white slip, mineral paint 
 
54 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 5.2 grey/ brown white slip, mineral paint 
 
55 Bowl Black on White Mesa Verde 4.5 grey white slip, organic paint 
paint on both sides 
of shard 
56 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7.9 light grey/ white white polished, mineral paint covered in lichen 
57 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.7 light grey white slip, mineral paint 
potentially, MV Black 
on White 
58 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.3 dark carbon streak white polished, mineral paint 
 
59 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.3 dark carbon streak 
polished, mineral and organic 
paint 
no slip 
60 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.9 
black with crushed 
pottery 
polished, white slip with 
organic paint  
61 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.1 light grey 
polished, white slip with 
organic paint  
62 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.6 dark grey core 
polished, light grey slip with 
organic paint  
63 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.5 dark grey core 
polished, white slip with 
organic paint  
64 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.3 grey core 
polished, grey slip, black 
mineral paint  
65 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.4 slight carbon streak 
polished, white slip with 
organic paint  
66 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7.3 dark grey 
polished, grey slip with black 
mineral paint  
67 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7.6 light grey 
polished, light grey slip with 
mineral paint  
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68 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.9 dark carbon streak 
polished, white slip with black 
mineral paint  
69 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.7 grey 
polished, grey with black 
mineral paint 
no slip 
70 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.3 grey 
polished, grey slip with organic 
paint  
71 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5 
grey with crushed 
pottery 
polished, grey slip with organic 
paint  
72 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.9 light grey white slip with mineral paint 
if polished it has 
worn off 
73 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4 
grey with sandstone 
inclusions 
polished, light grey slip with 
mineral paint  
74 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.9 
light grey with carbon 
streak 
polished, white slip with 
mineral paint  
75 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.8 reddish-brown grey with organic paint no slip 
76 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.1 grey 
polished, grey with black 
mineral paint 
no slip 
77 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.8 dark carbon streak 
polished, light grey slip with 
black organic paint  
78 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7.4 
light grey with 
sandstone inclusions 
polished grey slip, mineral paint 
 
79 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 2.7 light grey polished grey slip, organic paint 
 
80 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5 dark grey 
polished dark grey slip, mineral 
paint  
81 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.6 dark grey dark grey, organic paint no slip 
82 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.6 
light grey with 
carnbon streak 
light grey slip, organic paint bad condition 
83 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.4 
dark grey with 
sandstone inclusions 
grey slip, mineral paint no slip 
84 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 3.8 reddish-grey 
reddish-brown grey slip, 
mineral paint 
red color most likely 
from dirt at site 
85 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.3 light grey 
polished, light grey slip with 
mineral paint  
86 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.9 
dark grey with 
crushed pottery 
polished light grey slip with 
mineral paint  
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inclusions 
87 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.4 
grey withsandstone 
inclusions 
polished, light grey with organic 
paint 
no slip 
88 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.7 light grey 
polished grey slip with mineral 
paint  
89 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.7 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished, grey slip with mineral 
paint  
90 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.8 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished, grey slip with mineral 
paint  
91 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7 
grey with sandstone 
inclusions 
polished, grey slip with mineral 
paint  
92 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.1 grey with sandstone polished grey with organic paint no slip 
93 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.1 grey with sandstone polished grey with organic paint no slip 
94 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.3 dark grey polished grey with organic paint no slip 
95 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.3 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished grey with mineral 
paint 
no slip 
96 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.3 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished grey slip with organic 
paint  
97 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.8 
grey with small 
sandstone inclusion 
polished grey with organic paint no slip 
98 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.8 
grey with sand and 
sandstone inclusions 
polished grey with organic paint no slip 
99 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5 brown/grey with sand reddish grey, organic paint 
no slip, red most 
likely from dirt at 
site 
100 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.6 brown/grey with sand 
polished reddish grey slip with 
mineral paint  
101 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.8 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished light grey slip with 
mineral paint  
102 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
polished light grey with mineral 
paint 
no slip 
103 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.3 grey polished grey slip, organic paint 
 
104 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.5 dark grey with carbon polished light grey slip with 
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streak mineral paint 
105 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.6 grey polished grey with organic paint no slip 
106 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.2 
grey with pottery 
inclusions 
crackled white slip with organic 
paint  
107 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6 reddish/white 
reddish/white slip, organic 
paint  
108 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.4 
light grey with 
sandstone inclusions 
white slip with mineral paint 
 
109 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.8 white 
polished white with organic 
paint 
no slip 
110 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5 
dark grey with carbon 
streak 
rough white with mineral paint polish worn off 
111 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.7 
grey with pottery 
inclusions 
brownish grey slip with mineral 
paint  
112 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.1 
light grey with small 
sandstone inclusions 
polished, light grey with organic 
paint 
no slip 
113 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5 
dark grey with pottery 
inclusions 
polished, dark grey with 
mineral paint 
no slip 
114 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.1 
grey with small 
sandstone inclusion 
polished light grey slip with 
organic paint  
115 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 6.4 
grey with small 
sandstone inclusion 
polished, light grey with 
mineral paint 
no slip 
116 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 3.2 
grey with small 
sandstone inclusion 
polished grey with mineral 
paint 
no slip 
117 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 4.7 
grey with sandstone 
inclusions 
polished grey slip with mineral 
paint  
118 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 7.5 
dark grey with 
sandstone 
white slip with mineral paint 
 
119 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.1 
sandstone with a dark 
grey carbon streak 
grey slip, mineral paint 
 
120 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.2 light grey white slip with mineral paint 
 
121 Bowl Black on White Unknown (PII/PIII) 5.7 
grey with carbon 
streak 
white slip with mineral paint 
modified in modern 
times- carved into 
pendant with wire 
wrap 
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 Corrugated Rim Sherds total: 4 weight: 31.9 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/ Core 
1 Mancos Corrugated 5.7-6.5 sandstone 
2 Unknown 7.5 sandstone 
3 Unknown 4 carbon streak 
4 Moccasin Grey 4.7 sandstone/sand 
 
 Basket Impressed total: 2 weight: 5.8 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 unknown 4.2 sandstone 
2 unknown 6.1 light grey, sandstone 
 
 Mancos Grey Body Sherds total: 6 weight: 41.5 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 Mancos Grey 5.3 crushed igneous with some sand present 
2 Mancos Grey 7 crushed igneous with some sand present 
3 Mancos Grey 5.2 crushed igneous with some sand present 
4 Mancos Grey 6.3 crushed igneous with some sand present 
5 Mancos Grey 6.1 crushed igneous with some sand present 
6 Mancos Grey 6.9 crushed igneous with some sand present 
 
 Bottom Sherd total: 1 weight: 27.2 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 unknown corrugated 5.6 crushed igneous 
 
 Fingernail Punctate total: 1 weight: 1.7 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 Grayware Jar Sherd 3.9 sandstone 
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 Moccasin Gray total: 7 weight: 39.9 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 Moccasin Gray 5.2 sandstone 
2 Moccasin Gray 4.3 sandstone 
3 Moccasin Gray 6.6 sandstone 
4 Moccasin Gray 5.8 crushed pottery temper? 
5 Moccasin Gray 7.1 sandstone 
6 Moccasin Gray 5.5 crushed igneous 
7 Moccasin Gray 5.2 crushed igneous 
 
 Corrugated Bowl Sherd with Repair Hole total: 1         weight: 10.1 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 unknown 5 sandstone and sand 
 
 Corrugated Bowl/Jar Body Sherds   total: 59 weight: 591.4 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core 
1 unknown 3.9 sandstone/ brown 
2 unknown 5.2 sandstone/ brown 
3 unknown 6.1 sandstone/ brown with carbon streak 
4 unknown 7 sandstone, light grey 
5 unknown 5.5 sandstone, light brown 
6 unknown 7.4 sandstone, gray 
7 unknown 4.8 sandstone, light grey 
8 unknown 5.5 sandstone, light grey 
9 unknown 5.6 sandstone 
10 unknown 5.6 crushed pottery 
11 unknown 7.6 sandstone 
12 unknown 6 crushed pottery with a carbon streak 
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 Corrugated Bowl/Jar Body Sherds   total: 59 weight: 591.4 grams 
13 unknown 6.2 slip on inside of sherd 
14 unknown 6.3 sandstone with a carbon streak 
15 unknown 5.5 sandstone, very coarse 
16 unknown 4.6 sandstone 
17 unknown 5.6 light grey, sandstone, coarse 
18 unknown 7.6 dark grey, sandstone 
19 unknown 5.7 light grey, sandstone, coarse 
20 unknown 7.1 white, sandstone 
21 unknown 7.3 sandstone with a carbon streak 
22 unknown 7.2 light grey, sandstone 
23 unknown 5.8 light grey, sandstone with sand 
24 unknown 7.4 grey, sandstone, very coarse 
25 unknown 5.2 grey, sandstone 
26 unknown 5.4 light grey, sandstone 
27 unknown 5.5 light grey, sandstone, very coarse 
28 unknown 5.4 carbon streak, fingerprint found on sherd 
29 unknown 7.8 crushed igneous, small piece of obsidian 
30 unknown 5.6 grey, sandstone 
31 unknown 7.8 dark grey, sandstone 
32 unknown 5.8 light grey, sandstone 
33 unknown 5.7 light grey, sandstone 
34 unknown 5.4 light grey, sandstone 
35 unknown 7.2 light grey, sandstone 
36 unknown 6.7 light grey, sandstone 
37 unknown 6.1 light and dark grey, sandstone 
38 unknown 6.8 dark grey, sandstone 
39 unknown 6.4 dark grey, sandstone 
40 unknown 7 dark grey, sandstone 
41 unknown 6.6 light grey, sandstone 
42 unknown 6.6 light grey, sandstone, slipped inside 
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 Corrugated Bowl/Jar Body Sherds   total: 59 weight: 591.4 grams 
43 unknown 6.4 light grey, sandstone, slipped inside 
44 unknown 6 sandstone with a carbon streak 
45 unknown 6.1 light grey, sandstone 
46 unknown 5.6 light grey, sandstone 
47 unknown 5.4 reddish/dark grey, sandstone 
48 unknown 5.5 light and dark grey, sandstone 
49 unknown 5.5 light grey, sandstone 
50 unknown 7.6 dark grey, sandstone* 
51 unknown 5.1 reddish/dark grey, sandstone* 
52 unknown 7.6 dark grey, sandstone* 
53 unknown 7.2 dark grey, sandstone 
54 unknown 5.1 light grey, sandstone 
55 unknown 4.3 dark grey, sandstone 
56 unknown 5.9 light grey, sandstone 
57 unknown 4.2 dark grey, sandstone 
58 unknown 6.6 light grey, sandstone 
59 unknown 5 light grey, sandstone 
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 Jar Rim Sherds                                  total: 13         weight: 119.3 grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1 Grayware 5.9 white with sandstone no slip, polished 
2 Grayware 4.9 dark gray with sandstone no slip, polished 
3 Grayware 4.3 light gray with sandstone no slip, polished 
4 Grayware 4 light gray with sandstone no slip, polished 
5 Grayware 4 sandstone with carbon streak white slip 
6 Grayware 5 sandstone with carbon streak no slip, not polished 
7 Grayware 4.1 light gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
8 Grayware 7.9 dark gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
 Black on White Bowl Sherd with Corrugated Exterior         total: 4       weight:  21.8 grams  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish/Paint 
1 Mesa Verde 4.3 white, sandstone white slip with organic paint 
2 Mesa Verde 5.1 light grey, sandstone white slip with mineral paint 
3 Mesa Verde 5.5 light grey, sandstone white slip with mineral paint 
4 Mesa Verde 6.5 light grey, sandstone white slip with mineral paint 
 Black on White Bowl Sherd with Repair Hole                        total: 2             weight: 48.7 grams     
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish/Paint 
1 Mesa Verde 5.8 sandstone with carbon streak white slip with organic paint 
2 Unknown 5.8 light grey with sandstone white slip with mineral paint 
 Both sides of sherd painted                                                          total: 3              weight: 17.9  grams  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish/Paint 
1 Mancos Black on White 5.8 sandstone with carbon streak white slip with mineral paint 
2 unknown 4.3 light grey sandstone white slip with organic paint 
3 unknown 5.1 dark grey with sandstone polished with mineral paint 
 Black on White Dipper Sherds                                                      total: 4               weight: 114.9  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish/Paint 
1 unknown 5.4 light grey with sandstone polished with mineral paint 
2 Mesa Verde BOW 7.9 light grey with sandstone white slip with organic paint 
3 unknown 7.1 light grey with sandstone polished with mineral paint 
4 unknown 6.7 carbon streak polished with mineral paint 
 Whiteware sherd with repair hole                                             total: 1            weight: 17.9 grams    
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish/ Paint 
1 unknown whiteware 5.4 light grey with sandstone white slip on interior, polished on exterior 
 Grayware Dipper Sherd                                                                    total: 1            weight: 24.1 grams  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1 grayware   5.9 grey with sandstone no slip, polished 
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9 Grayware 4.8 dark gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
10 Grayware 4.8 dark gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
11 Grayware 7.2 dark gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
12 Grayware 6.5 light gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
13 Grayware 5.6 white with sandstone thin white slip 
 Jar Sherds                             total: 13            weight: 165.2  grams 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1 Grayware 4.9 light gray with sandstone no slip, polished 
2 Grayware 4.9 light gray with sandstone no slip, polished 
3 Grayware 4.8 sandstone with carbon streak no slip, polished 
4 Grayware 4.8 grey sandstone light gray slip 
5 Grayware 4.8 light gray with sandstone thin white slip 
6 Grayware 4.8 dark grey with sandstone thin light grey slip 
7 Grayware 7.4 brown/grey no slip, not polished 
8 Grayware 5.7 sand, brown/grey no slip, not polished 
9 Grayware 7 dark grey with sandstone no slip, not polished 
10 Grayware 5.5 light gray/brown no slip, not polished 
11 Grayware 4.9 light gray with sandstone no slip, not polished 
12 Grayware 5.3 light gray no slip, not polished 
13 Grayware 7.1 dark grey with sandstone no slip, not polished 
 
 Unknown Slipped Grayware                                   total: 10                  weight: 84.3 g 
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1 Grayware 6.2 dark gray light gray slip 
2 Grayware 5.7 sandstone/ gray gray slip 
3 Grayware 5.4 sand/gray white slip 
4 Grayware 7.2 sandstone/ gray white slip 
5 Grayware 4.2 sandstone/ gray gray slip 
6 Grayware 5.7 sandstone/ gray white slip 
7 Grayware 6 sandstone/ gray white slip 
8 Grayware 4.4 sandstone/ gray white slip 
9 Grayware 4.7 sand/gray white slip 
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10 Grayware 6.5 sandstone/ gray gray slip 
 Unslipped/Unpolished  total: 19             weight: 192.2 g  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1 Grayware 6.5 sandstone/gray none 
2 Grayware 5.2 sandstone/gray none 
3 Grayware 7.9 sandstone/gray none 
4 Grayware 4.5 sandstone/gray none 
5 Grayware 3.9 dark gray none 
6 Grayware 5.1 carbon streak none 
7 Grayware 5.6 sand/gray none 
8 Grayware 5.3 sandstone/carbon streak none 
9 Grayware 6.1 sandstone/gray none 
10 Grayware 5.7 gray none 
11 Grayware 5.5 sandstone/gray none 
12 Grayware 6.8 sandstone/gray none 
13 Grayware 2.1 gray none 
14 Grayware 5.2 sandstone/gray none 
15 Grayware 3.2 sandstone/gray none 
16 Grayware 4.2 sandstone/gray none 
17 Grayware 5 sandstone/gray none 
18 Grayware 5.5 sandstone/gray none 
19 Grayware 3.1 sand/gray none 
 Polished Grayware Sherds                         total: 31                      weight: 468.5 g  
# Tradition mm Thick Temper/Core Finish 
1* Grayware 8.9-10.2 sandstone/ gray polished 
2 Grayware 5.5 sandstone/gray polished 
3 Grayware 4.9 sandstone/gray polished 
4 Grayware 3.9 sandstone with carbon streak polished 
5 Grayware 6.1 gray polished 
6* Grayware 10.2 sandstone/gray polished 
7 Grayware 5 sandstone/gray polished 
8 Grayware 5.1 sandstone/gray polished 
9 Grayware 6.2 sandstone/gray polished 
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10** Grayware 5.7 sandstone/gray polished 
11 Grayware 4.7 sandstone/gray polished 
12 Grayware 4.7 sandstone/gray polished 
13 Grayware 4.6 sandstone/gray polished 
14 Grayware 7.1 sand/gray polished 
15 Grayware 4.4 sandstone/gray polished 
16** Grayware 5.8 sandstone/gray polished 
17 Grayware 7.4 sand/gray polished 
18 Grayware 4.8 sandstone/ gray polished 
19 Grayware 4.8 dark gray polished 
20 Grayware 4.8 sandstone/gray polished 
21 Grayware 4.7 sand/gray polished 
22 Grayware 5.9 sandstone/gray polished 
23 Grayware 4.7 sandstone with carbon streak polished 
24 Grayware 4.8 sandstone with carbon streak polished 
25 Grayware 4.6 light gray polished 
26 Grayware 6 brown polished 
27 Grayware 6 gray polished 
28 Grayware 4.8 sandstone/gray polished 
29 Grayware 5.5 sandstone/gray polished 
30 Grayware 5.2 sandstone/gray polished 
31 Grayware 4.6 sand/gray polished 
 * re-fit  / **re-fit    
 
 Painted Handles total: 4                          weight:  147.5 g  
# Notable Characteristics Finish/Paint weight (g) 
1  has two holes in handle polished with mineral paint 23.9 g 
2 rounded handle polished white with mineral paint 31.2 g 
3 flat handle polished white with mineral paint 54.2 g 
4 rounded handle, dipper polished gray with organic paint 38.2 g 
 Polished Handles total: 4                            weight:   112.3 g        
# Notable Characteristics Finish/Paint weight (g) 
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 Redware Bowl Sherds            total: 65        weight:  409.4 g 
# mm thick temper ware/finish 
1 4.4 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
2 5.1 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
1 small hollow handle polished/gray 2.9 g 
2 large handle polished/white 83.6 g 
3 hollow handle polished/gray 16.9 g 
4 solid arched handle polished/white 8.9 g 
 Unpolished Grayware Handles total: 19                          weight: 625.4 g  
# Notable Characteristics Finish/Paint weight (g) 
1 round, solid handle white 22.7 g 
2 flat, solid handle gray 28.8 g 
3 flat, solid handle gray 28.7 g 
4 flat, solid handle gray 77.8 g 
5 round, solid handle (small) gray 8.5 g 
6 round, solid (mug?) gray 11.2 g 
7 round, hollow handle white 44.8 g 
8 round, solid handle (mug?) gray 26.9 g 
9 flat, solid handle gray 86.4 g 
10 round, solid handle white 27.8 g 
11 flat, solid handle white 35.9 g 
12 flat, hollow handle white 21 g 
13 flat, solid handle white 37.1 g 
14 flat, solid handle white 82.3 g 
15 round, hollow handle white 9.3 g 
16 flat, hollow handle gray 19 g 
17 flat, hollow handle white 24.4 g 
18 round, hollow handle gray 24.5 g 
19 flat spiral handle on corrugated shard gray 8.3 g 
 Redware Handles total: 2                    weight: 26.8 g  
# Notable Characteristics Finish/Paint weight (g) 
1 round, solid handle, very coarse red slip 13.1 g 
2 round, hollow handle red slip with black paint 13.7 g 
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3 3.6 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
4 6 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
5 5.4 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
6 4.4 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
7 5.1 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
8 3 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
9 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
10 4 sand/crushed rock red slip 
11 4.4 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
12 3.8 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
13 4.4 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
14 3.6 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
15 4.6 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
16 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
17 4.4 crushed pottery red slip 
18 5.7 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
19 3.7 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
20 4.1 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
21 5.3 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
22 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
23 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
24 3.4 sand/crushed rock red slip 
25 3.5 sand/crushed rock red slip 
26 4.6 sand/crushed rock red slip 
27 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
28 4 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
29 4.7 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
30 4.4 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
31 4 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
32 4.1 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
33 5.5 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
34 3.8 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
35 5.3 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
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36 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
37 4.8 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
38 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
39 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
40 6.1 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
41 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
42 4.6 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
43 4.3 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
44 4 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
45 3.8 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
46 4.4 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
47 5.4 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
48 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
49 3 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
50 4.4 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
51 4.7 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
52 3.1 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
53 5.1 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
54 4.6 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
55 5 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
56 3.5 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
57 3.3 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
58 5.4 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
59 4.5 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
60 4.3 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
61 4.1 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
62 3.6 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
63 4.9 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
64 3.1 sand/crushed rock has black organic paint but no slip 
65 6 crushed pottery black organic paint on red slip 
 Totals:    Red Finish only: total= 26/ weight=110.8 g      Black on Red Finish: total=39/ weight   
203 g 
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 Red Ware Bowl Rim Sherds       total:  20        weight:   90.9 g 
# mm thick temper ware/finish 
1 3 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
2 4.8 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
3 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
4 3.2 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
5 4.7 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
6 3.8 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
7 3.6 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
8 4 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
9 5.2 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
10 4.9 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
11 4.5 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
12 3.9 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
13 4.7 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
14 5.6 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
15 4.1 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
16 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
17 4.3 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
18 4.5 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
19 4.6 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
20 3.8 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
 Totals:   Red Slip Finish: total=4/ weight= 11.1 g;   Black on Red:  total= 16; weight=  79.7 g 
 
 
 
 Redware Jar Sherds    total:  14      weight: 104.7 g  
# mm thick temper ware/finish 
1 6.1 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
2 5.4 crushed igneous with gray streak mineral paint on red slip 
3 5.7 sand/crushed rock black organic paint on red slip 
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4 4.5 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
5 3.9 crushed igneous with gray streak black organic paint on red slip 
6 6.9 sand/crushed rock red slip 
7 5.1 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
8 6.7 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
9 4.2 crushed igneous with gray streak red slip 
10 4.6 sand/crushed rock red slip 
11 5.6 sand/crushed rock red slip 
12 4.3 sand/crushed rock red slip 
13 3.8 sand/crushed rock red slip 
14 4.2 sand/crushed rock red slip 
 Totals:      Red Slip Finish:  total=9/   weight= 64.4 g;   Black on Red:  total=5/ weight=40.3 g 
 
 Red on White Bowl Sherd        total: 1    weight: 1.5 g  
# mm thick Ware Temper 
1 5.5 Red on White crushed rock/ white 
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 Painted Jar Rims total: 9            weight:  92.6 g      
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Description of Rim 
1 Black on White Mesa Verde 7.3 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip ticked rim 
2 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.5 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip undecorated rim 
3 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.3 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip lined rim 
4 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.3 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip undecorated rim 
5 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.7 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip thick lined rim 
6 Black on White unknown 4 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip undecorated rim 
7 Black on White unknown 4.6 sandstone/ gray mineral paint with white slip lined rim 
8 Black on White unknown 6.1 sandstone/ gray polished gray with organic paint ticked rim 
9 Black on White unknown 5.8 sandstone/ gray polished gray with organic paint undecorated rim 
 
  Mesa Verde Black on White Jar Sherds  total: 13           weight: 617.2 g  
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint 
1 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.4 sandstone/ gray crackled gray slip with mineral paint 
2 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 sandstone/ gray crackled white slip with carbon paint 
3 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.4 sandstone/ gray crackled gray slip with mineral paint 
4 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.1 sandstone/ gray crackled white slip with carbon paint 
5 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.8 sand crackled white slip with carbon paint 
6 Black on White Mesa Verde 3.9 sandstone/ gray crackled white slip with mineral paint 
7 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 sandstone/ gray white slip with carbon paint 
8 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.9 sandstone/ gray white slip with carbon paint 
9 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.2 sand white slip with mineral paint 
10 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 sandstone/ gray white slip with mineral paint 
11 Black on White Mesa Verde 3.7 sandstone/ gray white slip with carbon paint 
12 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.2 sandstone/ gray white slip with carbon paint 
13 Black on White Mesa Verde 3.6 sandstone/ white white slip with carbon paint 
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 Ticked Bowl Rims total: 30                 
weight: 391 g 
    
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Description of Rim 
1 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.3 n/a white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
2 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.2 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
3 Black on White Mesa Verde 5 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
4 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.9 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
5 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.3 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
6 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.3 n/a white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
7 Black on White Mesa Verde 7.1 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
8 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.2 n/a white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
9 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.1 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
10 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.4 n/a white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
11 Black on White Mesa Verde 6 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim *sherd has modern 
carving 
12 Black on White McElmo  6.2 dark carbon streak carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
13 Black on White McElmo  4.2 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim *flat 
14 Black on White McElmo  4.9 crushed pottery carbon paint with white slip ticked rim *flat 
15
* 
Black on White McElmo  5.3 dark carbon streak white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
16
* 
Black on White McElmo  5.4 dark carbon streak white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
17
* 
Black on White McElmo  5.6 dark carbon streak white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
18 Black on White unknown 6.9 sandstone carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
19 Black on White unknown 4.4 crushed pottery white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
20 Black on White unknown 4.6 crushed pottery white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
21 Black on White unknown 5.7 crushed pottery with 
carbon streak 
white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
22 Black on White unknown 5.6 sandstone carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
23 Black on White unknown 4.7 sandstone mineral paint with gray slip ticked rim 
24 Black on White unknown 7.1 sandstone white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
25 Black on White unknown 5 sandstone carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
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26 Black on White unknown 5.2 sandstone carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
27 Black on White unknown 5.2 dark gray mineral paint on polished surface ticked rim 
28 Black on White unknown 6.1 n/a carbon paint with white slip ticked rim 
29 Black on White unknown 6.6 sandstone white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
30 Black on White unknown 4.7 crushed pottery white slip with mineral paint ticked rim 
totals:  Mesa Verde Black on White= 11 sherds; weight: 130.8 g      / McElmo Black on White= 6 sherds; weight: 58.5 g        / Unknown Black on White= 13 
sherds; weight: 201.7 g  
 
 Line Painted Black on White Rims total: 8            weight: 54  g   
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Description of Rim 
1 Black on White Mancos 4.2 sandstone with carbon streak organic paint with white slip squiggle hatchure/ solid black 
line 
2 Black on White Mancos 5 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface hatchure in band 
3 Black on White Mancos 6.8 sand organic paint with white slip straight and squiggle hatchure 
4 Black on White Mancos 5.4 n/a mineral paint on polished surface triangles from rim 
5 Black on White unknown 4.6 sand organic paint with white slip solid black lines 
6 Black on White unknown 5.3 sandstone organic paint on polished surface solid black lines/ flat rim 
7 Black on White unknown 6.4 sandstone mineral paint on white slip solid black lines 
8 Black on White unknown 4.9 sand organic paint on polished surface solid black line 
totals:   Mancos Black on White= 4 sherds; weight 54 g/    unknown Black on White= 4; weight 17g    
 
 Undecorated Bowl Rim Sherds:   total 43      
weight: 978.9 g 
    
# Ware Tradition mm 
Thick 
Temper Paint Description of Rim Other 
1 Black on White Piedra?  *3.5 g 3.9 sandstone mineral undecorated       
2 Black on White Mancos 5.7 sandstone organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated      triangles pointing 
down from rim 
3 Black on White Mancos 5.9 crushed  igneous with dark 
carbon streak 
organic paint on white slip undecorated      multiple thick framing 
lines 
4 Black on White Mancos 5.3 dark carbon streak mineral paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated      triangles and thick 
framing lines 
5 Black on White Mancos 4.5 sandstone mineral paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated      triangles pointing up 
to rim 
6 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.4 dark carbon streak mineral on white slip undecorated       
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7 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.8 sandstone mineral on white slip undecorated       
8 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.6 n/a mineral on white slip undecorated       
9 Black on White Mesa Verde 7.5 n/a mineral on polished surface undecorated       
10 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.5 n/a mineral on polished surface undecorated       
11 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.8 n/a mineral on white slip undecorated       
12 Black on White Mesa Verde 6 n/a organic paint on white slip undecorated       
13 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.1 n/a mineral paint on white slip undecorated      has a repair hole 
14 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.1 n/a organic paint on white slip undecorated       
15 Black on White Mesa Verde 6.3 n/a mineral on white slip undecorated       
16 Black on White McElmo 5.7 n/a organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated      diagonal hatchure 
 
17 Black on White McElmo 5.1 n/a mineral on white slip undecorated      diagonal hatchure 
with thin framing lines 
18 Black on White McElmo 5.7 n/a mineral on gray slip undecorated      horizontal hatchure 
with thick framing 
lines 
19 Black on White McElmo 4.7 n/a mineral on polished surface undecorated      diagonal hatchure 
with thick framing 
lines 
20 Black on White unknown 6.2 sandstone mineral on white slip undecorated       
21 Black on White unknown 4.4 sandstone mineral on white slip undecorated       
22 Black on White unknown 5.6 crushed pottery organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
23 Black on White unknown 4.8 n/a mineral on gray slip undecorated       
24 Black on White unknown 6.3 n/a organic paint on white slip undecorated       
25 Black on White unknown 6.4 sandstone mineral and organic paint on 
gray slip 
undecorated       
26 Black on White unknown 4.3 sandstone mineral on white slip undecorated       
27 Black on White unknown 6.3 sandstone organic paint on white slip undecorated       
28 Black on White unknown 6 n/a mineral on white slip undecorated       
29 Black on White unknown 3.6 sandstone mineral on white slip undecorated       
30 Black on White unknown 6.5 sandstone organic paint on white slip undecorated       
31 Black on White unknown 5.5 sand organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
32 Black on White unknown 5 sandstone organic paint on polished undecorated       
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surface 
33 Black on White unknown 6.2 sandstone organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
34 Black on White unknown 5.1 sandstone organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
35 Black on White unknown 5.6 n/a mineral on polished surface undecorated       
36 Black on White unknown 5.8 sandstone organic on white slip undecorated       
37 Black on White unknown 6 n/a mineral on polished surface undecorated      has glue and #19 
written in sharpie on 
surface 
38 Black on White unknown 5 crushed pottery mineral on gray slip undecorated       
39 Black on White unknown 5.3 sandstone organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
40 Black on White unknown 5.8 sandstone organic on gray slip undecorated       
41 Black on White unknown 4.3 sandstone organic paint on polished 
surface 
undecorated       
42 Black on White unknown 4.3 sand? mineral on polished surface undecorated       
43 Black on White unknown 7.3 crushed pottery organic on white slip undecorated       
        
Totals:  Piedra BOW= 1; 3.5 g/  Mancos BOW= 4; 67 g/   Mesa Verde BOW= 10; 198.1 g/   McElmo BOW= 5; 15.4 g/   
Unknown BOW= 24; 604.9 g 
  
 
 Exterior Band Design Rim- total: 1; weight: 36.0 g   
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Description of Rim 
1 Black on White unknown 6.4 sandstone organic on white slip 3 horizontal lines on exterior, vertical lines interior 
 
 Corrugated (exterior) Bowl Rims:   total=2; weight= 11.5 g  
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Description of Rim 
1 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.7 n/a organic on white slip solid line painted on interior 
2 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.7 n/a organic on white slip solid line painted on interior 
 
 Black on White Jar Body Sherds:   total= 41;  weight= 535.7 g   
# Ware Tradition mm Thick Temper Paint Other 
1 Black on White Mancos 7.3 gray organic paint on polished surface  
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2 Black on White Mancos 5.1 crushed clay organic paint on polished surface  
3 Black on White Mancos 5.1 crushed clay mineral paint on white slip  
4 Black on White Mancos 5.5 crushed clay mineral paint on polished surface  
5 Black on White Cortez 4.4 sandstone with carbon streak organic paint on polished surface  
6 Black on White Mesa Verde 5.5 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface *interior not polished 
7 Black on White Mesa Verde 4.8 sandstone organic paint on polished surface *interior not polished 
8 Black on White McElmo 4.2 sandstone mineral paint on white slip  
9 Black on White McElmo 4.9 sandstone organic paint on white slip  
10 Black on White McElmo 4.9 n/a mineral paint on white slip  
11 Black on White McElmo 5.1 n/a mineral paint on white slip  
12 Black on White McElmo 4.4 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
13 Black on White  McElmo 5.3 n/a organic paint on polished surface *modern glue residue and #8 written in Sharpie 
14 Black on White McElmo 4.6 sandstone thin white slip  
15 Black on White Unknown 6.7 sandstone organic paint on white slip *evidence of handle 
16 Black on White Unknown 6.1 sandstone mineral paint on gray slip *evidence of handle 
17 Black on White Unknown 6.5 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface *evidence of handle 
18 Black on White Unknown 4.6 sandstone mineral paint on thin slip *evidence of handle 
19 Black on White Unknown 5.9 sandstone mineral paint on thin slip *possible olla 
20 Black on White Unknown 6.1 sandstone mineral paint on white slip  
21 Black on White Unknown 5.3 crushed clay  mineral paint on gray slip  
22 Black on White Unknown 6.2 sandstone organic paint on gray slip  
23 Black on White Unknown 5.4 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
24 Black on White Unknown 4.8 sandstone mineral paint on white slip  
25 Black on White Unknown 5.6 sandstone organic paint on thin gray slip  
26 Black on White Unknown 5.3 sandstone organic paint on thin gray slip  
27 Black on White Unknown 6.4 sandstone with carbon streak organic paint on white slip  
28 Black on White Unknown 6.1 sandstone organic paint on white slip  
29 Black on White Unknown 4.8 sandstone organic paint on white slip  
30 Black on White Unknown 4.2 crushed clay mineral paint on gray slip  
31 Black on White Unknown 6.1 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
32 Black on White Unknown 4.6 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
33 Black on White Unknown 4.5 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface  
34 Black on White Unknown 6.2 n/a organic paint on white slip  
35 Black on White Unknown 5.2 sandstone with carbon streak mineral paint on polished surface  
36 Black on White Unknown 6.1 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
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37 Black on White Unknown 4 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface  
38 Black on White Unknown 4.9 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
39 Black on White Unknown 5 sandstone mineral paint on polished surface  
40 Black on White Unknown 5.3 sandstone organic paint on polished surface  
41 Black on White Unknown 5.3 sandstone mineral paint on gray slip  
 
 
 
Totals: Mancos BOW- total=4/ weight=54.9 g;  Cortez BOW: total= 1/ weight= 5.4 g;   Mesa Verde BOW: total= 2/ weight=72.3 g;   McElmo BOW: total=7/  weight=55.1;  
Unknown BOW: total=27/ weight= 348 g 
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From the SAA Website: 
http://saa.org/AbouttheSociety/PrinciplesofArchaeologicalEthics/tabid/203/Default.aspx 
At its April 10, 1996 meeting, the SAA Executive Board adopted the Principles of Archaeological 
Ethics, reproduced below, as proposed by the SAA Ethics in Archaeology Committee. The adoption of 
these principles represents the culmination of an effort begun in 1991 with the formation of the ad-hoc 
Ethics in Archaeology Committee. The committee was charged with considering the need for revising 
the society's existing statements on ethics. A 1993 workshop on ethics, held in Reno, resulted in draft 
principles that were presented at a public forum at the 1994 annual meeting in Anaheim. SAA published 
the draft principles with position papers from the forum and historical commentaries in a special report 
distributed to all members, Ethics and Archaeology: Challenges for the 1990s, edited by Mark. J. Lynott 
and Alison Wylie (1995). Member comments were solicited in this special report, through a notice in 
SAA Bulletin, and at two sessions held at the SAA booth during the 1995 annual meeting in 
Minneapolis. The final principles, presented here, are revised from the original draft based on comments 
from members and the Executive Board. 
 
The Executive Board strongly endorses these principles and urges their use by all archaeologists "in 
negotiating the complex responsibilities they have to archaeological resources, and to all who have an 
interest in these resources or are otherwise affected by archaeological practice (Lynott and Wylie 
1995:8)." The board is grateful to those who have contributed to the development of these principles, 
especially the members of the Ethics in Archaeology Committee, chaired by Mark. J. Lynott and Alison 
Wylie, for their skillful completion of this challenging and important task. The bylaws change just voted 
by the members has established a new standing committee, the Committee on Ethics, that will carry on 
with these crucial efforts. 
Principle No. 1: 
Stewardship 
The archaeological record, that is, in situ archaeological material and sites, archaeological collections, 
records and reports, is irreplaceable. It is the responsibility of all archaeologists to work for the long-
term conservation and protection of the archaeological record by practicing and promoting stewardship 
of the archaeological record. Stewards are both caretakers of and advocates for the archaeological record 
for the benefit of all people; as they investigate and interpret the record, they should use the specialized 
knowledge they gain to promote public understanding and support for its long-term preservation. 
 
Principle No. 2: 
 
Accountability 
Responsible archaeological research, including all levels of professional activity, requires an 
acknowledgment of public accountability and a commitment to make every reasonable effort, in good 
faith, to consult actively with affected group(s), with the goal of establishing a working relationship that 
can be beneficial to all parties involved. 
Principle No. 3: 
Commercialization 
The Society for American Archaeology has long recognized that the buying and selling of objects out of 
archaeological context is contributing to the destruction of the archaeological record on the American 
continents and around the world. The commercialization of archaeological objects - their use as 
 
commodities to be exploited for personal enjoyment or profit - results in the destruction of 
archaeological sites and of contextual information that is essential to understanding the archaeological 
record. Archaeologists should therefore carefully weigh the benefits to scholarship of a project against 
the costs of potentially enhancing the commercial value of archaeological objects. Whenever possible 
they should discourage, and should themselves avoid, activities that enhance the commercial value of 
archaeological objects, especially objects that are not curated in public institutions, or readily available 
for scientific study, public interpretation, and display. 
Principle No. 4: 
Public Education and Outreach 
Archaeologists should reach out to, and participate in cooperative efforts with others interested in the 
archaeological record with the aim of improving the preservation, protection, and interpretation of the 
record. In particular, archaeologists should undertake to: 1) enlist public support for the stewardship of 
the archaeological record; 2) explain and promote the use of archaeological methods and techniques in 
understanding human behavior and culture; and 3) communicate archaeological interpretations of the 
past. Many publics exist for archaeology including students and teachers; Native Americans and other 
ethnic, religious, and cultural groups who find in the archaeological record important aspects of their 
cultural heritage; lawmakers and government officials; reporters, journalists, and others involved in the 
media; and the general public. Archaeologists who are unable to undertake public education and 
outreach directly should encourage and support the efforts of others in these activities.  
Principle No. 5: 
Intellectual Property 
Intellectual property, as contained in the knowledge and documents created through the study of 
archaeological resources, is part of the archaeological record. As such it should be treated in accord with 
the principles of stewardship rather than as a matter of personal possession. If there is a compelling 
reason, and no legal restrictions or strong countervailing interests, a researcher may have primary access 
to original materials and documents for a limited and reasonable time, after which these materials and 
documents must be made available to others. 
Principle No. 6: 
Public Reporting and Publication 
Within a reasonable time, the knowledge archaeologists gain from investigation of the archaeological 
record must be presented in accessible form (through publication or other means) to as wide a range of 
interested publics as possible. The documents and materials on which publication and other forms of 
public reporting are based should be deposited in a suitable place for permanent safekeeping. An interest 
in preserving and protecting in situ archaeological sites must be taken in to account when publishing and 
distributing information about their nature and location. 
Principle No. 7: 
Records and Preservation 
Archaeologists should work actively for the preservation of, and long term access to, archaeological 
collections, records, and reports. To this end, they should encourage colleagues, students, and others to 
make responsible use of collections, records, and reports in their research as one means of preserving the 
in situ archaeological record, and of increasing the care and attention given to that portion of the 
archaeological record which has been removed and incorporated into archaeological collections, records, 
and reports. 
 
  
Principle No. 8: 
Training and Resources 
Given the destructive nature of most archaeological investigations, archaeologists must ensure that they 
have adequate training, experience, facilities, and other support necessary to conduct any program of 
research they initiate in a manner consistent with the foregoing principles and contemporary standards of 
professional practice. 
Principle No. 9: 
Safe Educational and Workplace Environments 
Archaeologists in all work, educational, and other professional settings, including fieldwork and 
conferences, are responsible for training the next generation of archaeologists. Part of these 
responsibilities involves fostering a supportive and safe environment for students and trainees. This 
includes knowing the laws and policies of their home nation and institutional workplace that pertain to 
harassment and assault based upon sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, ethnicity, disability, national 
origin, religion, or marital status. SAA members will abide by these laws and ensure that the work and 
educational settings in which they have responsible roles as supervisors are conducted so as to avoid 
violations of these laws and act to maintain safe and respectful work and learning environments 
 
